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The need for a reduced dependence on fossil fuels is motivated by a wide range
of factors: from increasing fuel costs, to national security implications of supply, to
rising concern for environmental impact. Although much focus is given to terres-
trial systems, over 90% of the world’s freight is transported by ship. Likewise, naval
warfighting systems are critical in supporting U.S. national interests abroad. Yet the
vast majority of these vessels rely on fossil fuels for operation. The results of this
thesis illustrate a common theme that hybrid mechanical-electrical marine propulsion
systems produce substantially better fuel efficiency than other technologies that are
typically emphasized to reduce fuel consumption. Naval and commercial powertrains
in the 60–70 MW range are shown to benefit substantially from the utilization of
mechanical drive for high speed propulsion; complemented by an efficient electric
drive system for low speed operations. This hybrid architecture proves to be able
to best meet the wide range of performance requirements for each of these systems,
while also being the most easily integrated technology option. Naval analyses eval-
uate powertrain options for the DDG-51 Flight III. Simulation results using actual
operational profile data show a CODLAG system produces a net fuel savings of up
to 12% more than a comparable all-electric system, corresponding to a savings of
37% relative the existing DDG-51 powertrain. These results prove that a mechanical
vi
linkage for the main propulsion engine greatly reduces fuel consumption and that for
power generation systems requiring redundancy, diesel generators represent a vastly
superior option to gas turbines. For the commercial application it is shown that an
augmented PTO/PTI hybrid system can better reduce cruise fuel consumption than
modern sail systems, while also producing significant benefit with regard to CO2 emis-
sions. In addition, using such a shaft mounted hybrid system for low speed electric
drive in ports reduces NOX emissions by 29–43%, while CO is reduced 57–66% and
PM may be reduced up to 25%, depending on the specific operating mode. As an
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With fuel costs rising and environmental concerns growing, energy consump-
tion has been the target of increasing concern and scrutiny in all aspects of modern
society. Though land transportation systems are the current focus of most research
and policy efforts, over 90% of the world’s freight is transported by ship, a segment
of the marine industry that consumes over 3.6 billion barrels of fuel each year [1].
Fuel is the single most important driver of marginal costs for marine transportation,
accounting for almost 50% of total voyage costs for most vessels as last estimated
in 1995, along with expectations of significant growth [2]. These trends have led
to several accounts that suggest oceanic shipping fuel consumption could increase
from 2-3 times its present level by 2050 [3]. These same trends, along with national
security concerns related to global petroleum commerce, have led the US Navy to
announce bold initiatives to derive 50% of its energy from alternative fuels by 2020
and to reduce petroleum use by 50% by 2015 [4]. This strong desire to reduce oper-
ational petroleum dependence has led to the production of ships with experimental
powertrain configurations [5, 6], as well as propulsion systems utilizing alternative
fuels [4].
Recent design histories of both naval and commercial vessels are characterized
by the use of combinations of different sizes of diesel engines or gas turbines to meet
propulsion and electrical loads. These power systems typically consist of a set of sev-
eral small-scale combustion generators dedicated to providing electric service loads,
1
Figure 1.1: A schematic of power units on board the DDG-51 Flight II illustrates the
traditional separation of propulsion and electric power generation.
along with a separate set of much more powerful prime movers directly coupled to
propulsion loads. The current DDG-51 class of destroyers embodies this configuration,
using two different scales of gas turbines as prime movers, shown in Figure 1.1. The
research presented in this dissertation analyzes the performance of modern power-
train configurations that allow for the interconnection of the auxiliary and propulsion
power systems. These advanced powertrains utilize increased electrification of gen-
erated power, ranging from all-electric systems to hybrid mechanical-electrical drive
systems. Such systems are nominally capable of providing better performance and
fuel consumption characteristics than their traditional equivalents, depending on the
system architecture and componentry. As recognized by Rear Admiral Lewis at the
Electric Ship Technology Symposium 2011, the required analyses at this point are
less technical so much as architecture selection, illustrating a need for evaluating the
tradeoffs and inherent attributes of these systems. In following, this thesis performs
the system level analysis necessary to evaluate powertrain architectures for naval ap-
plications, and explores the potential for such concepts to benefit commercial vessels.
2
1.1 Naval Propulsion Systems Background
Surface ships of the US Navy fleet operate using petroleum-based fuels; while
sub-surface vessels typically utilize nuclear power systems. Current developments in
the powertrain technologies used on these ships are driven by the need to reduce
fuel costs as well as generate more electric power to meet future weapons systems
loads [7, 8]. Thus far, these concerns have largely led to research and development
efforts directed at development of the all-electric ship, using an Integrated Power
System, or IPS. These efforts have recently produced the first US Navy warship fully
utilizing the IPS concept - the DDG-1000. Representing over 10 years of development,
the ship embodies a technological leap forward from past systems. Although electric
ships technically have existed in the US Navy and abroad, as used with steam systems
as early as the 1920s, the DDG-1000 electric drive systems are the first to make use
of modern power electronics - the technology responsible for facilitating the recent
electric revolution in both ship and automotive design [5]. Accordingly, the DDG-1000
represents a bold first step in the direction the Navy intends to take future surface
ship buildouts. This directive is widely recognized as shown in the Next Generation
IPS Roadmap in Figure 1.2. This diagram implies use of the DDG-1000 as a jumping
off point, sparking future technologies and a long term development effort. This point
becomes additionally valid as the DDG-1000 has proven to be too costly to fulfill a
role as large as originally planned. The Navy anticipated procuring 16 of these ships, a
number that has now dwindled to 2-3 planned acquisitions. As a result, the US Navy
seems to be favoring a modernization of one of its most versatile and favored ships, the
Arleigh Burke class of US Navy multi-mission guided missile destroyers, designated
DDG-51. Procurements of a third iteration (Flight III) of this class are expected
to increase significantly [9], although what changes will be made to the powertrain
architecture to meet current performance requirements are still largely undetermined.
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Figure 1.2: The Navy’s Next Generation IPS Roadmap illustrates plans regarding
future technology development [8].
Evaluating suitable alternatives for this power system redesign embodies the naval
application for the powertrain configuration study contained in this dissertation. The
result is a comparative analysis of the characteristics of all-electric and hybrid-electric
architectures as well as prime mover technology selection.
1.2 Commercial Ship Performance Requirements
As seen in the area of naval propulsion, commercial ship designs are posed with
the same challenge of supplying increased performance while reducing energy inputs.
In 2000, fuel comprised approximately 20% of merchant operating costs; when last
assessed at $140 a barrel, fuel consumption accounted for over 50% of voyage costs.
Competition from other transportation methods and increased cargo demands have
increased average transit speed requirements from 20 to 29 knots [10]. Also, similar
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to the requirements facing new naval ships, rising fuel prices are not the only driver
for power system design reevaluation. Governmental organizations are beginning
to address and limit marine emissions. The United Nations International Maritime
Organization (IMO) began regulating air pollution with a 1997 annex (VI) to the
MARPOL convention. Although these directives did not apply to the US, shortly
after, the EPA enacted regulations using the same emissions level reduction mandates.
These regulations focus on sulfur content of fuels and NOX emission ratings of engines
as well as particulate matter. Additionally, regions termed Emission Control Areas
(ECAs) are imposed with even stricter emissions limits. For the US, these regions
encompass all coastal territory of the continuous 48 states [11,12]. Thus, in addition
to the need to reduce fuel consumption for cost management, legislation is ramping
up the need to reduce in-port emissions. These overarching performance objectives
and capabilities are dependent on the propulsion system configuration. As with naval
systems, this configuration consists of component selection and system architecture;
thus necessitating the same type of system level analysis to evaluate the performance
potential of alternative technologies.
1.3 Comparative Analysis of Propulsion System Configura-
tions
The above definitions of naval and commercial ship performance requirements
outline the need for an analytical framework that has the technological depth neces-
sary to illuminate key component performance tradeoffs, as well as sufficient breadth
to encompass the full range of configuration alternatives. In addition to the techno-
logical basis, energy consumption tendencies of power conversion systems are driven
equally by the manner in which they are operated, imposing requirements which are
consistently in opposition to each other. These considerations must be taken into
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Figure 1.3: The general concept of a hybrid system integrates propulsion and auxiliary
systems and uses multiple sources for propulsion.
account up-front with regard to new powertrain design [6]. As mentioned, commer-
cial vessels must balance full speed consumption rates with minimum speed emissions
behaviors; while naval operations are dictated by the priorities necessary for succesful
warfighting capability, such as scenarios requiring full power to be online while trav-
eling at minimal speeds. As this thesis will show, these divergent objectives provide
strong motivation for hybrid-electric propulsion systems. Hybrid systems combine
power source technologies in the interest of taking advantage of the inherent qualities
of both. Specifically, the naval systems developed here utilize electric drive for low
speed cruise, and mechanical drive for high power or full speed propulsion require-
ments. Figure 1.3 illustrates the general concept behind the architecture which is
proposed for the DDG-51 naval application. Comparing to Figure 1.1, it can be seen
that one of the two Propulsion Gas Turbines (PGT) affixed to the Main Reduction
Gear (MRG) is replaced with an Electric Machine (EM). Using gas turbines for the
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high power mechanical drive system, this type of arrangement is referred to in the
marine community as a COmbined Gas-eLectric And Gas turbine (COGLAG); or
CODLAG in the case of diesel electric power generators. Hence, this is an architec-
ture similar to some that have been implemented on a few ships in both US and UK
Navies, as will be elaborated in the next chapter. However, these architectures still
vary significantly from that in Figure 1.3, and have yet to receive significant atten-
tion as potential power systems for the next generation DDG-51. Similarly to these
naval systems, commercial propulsion systems stand to benefit from the same concept
of integrating their mechanical and electrical power systems. Here, COGLAG-type
systems have only recently been proposed for use, with those applications typically
focused on passenger vessels [13]. Within the context of hybrids and multiple power
source utilization for commercial ships, there is also opportunity to make use of renew-
able energy technologies, such as wind and solar. Although these devices are currently
considered too cumbersome for military applications, sail systems, in particular, have
reemerged as of interest for commercial vessels. Thus, the potential energy savings of
these concepts will also be assessed alongside the potential for similar hybrid concepts
to be employed on commercial ships.
Studies which evaluate such hybrid, or COGLAG, systems largely do so within
the mindset that these systems are a passing trend on the path to all-electric or IPS
power systems [14,15]. For some applications this may be the case; however, this dis-
sertation makes the point that the benefits of these systems surpass those of all-electric
systems for the naval applications evaluated, and provide better performance bene-
fit than sail-assist systems on large commercial vessels. Furthermore, both of these
applications represent a large portion of current and future fleets, and thus warrant
significant attention. Conclusions are reached through modeling and simulation to
divulge technological and behavioral trends in whole system performance variation
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along different operating regimes. The primary motivation of these evaluations is to
increase fuel efficiency, and thus analysis utilizes steady state mission profile perfor-
mance represented by fuel flow rates to extract long term fuel consumption trends.
This general concept can be summarized in the driving research hypothesis:
System level modeling and load profile simulation can be used to evaluate energy effi-
ciency, gauge performance, and improve the designs of hybridized ocean-going vessel
propulsion systems.
1.4 Document Organization
The subsequent material in this dissertation will first evaluate what work has
been done that is of a similar nature to the analysis conducted. This includes a
review of existing COGLAG-type configurations as well as studies which specifically
address the next iteration of the US Navy DDG-51 propulsion system. The degree
to which these systems have been evaluated for commercial applications will also
be represented, including alternative energy systems integration. Following these
accounts, Chapter 3 will illustrate fundamental details regarding the modeling and
simulation framework employed in this thesis, as it will be applied to both naval
and commercial applications. The analysis of hybrid drive systems for the naval
application will then be detailed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 then explores the potential
for these systems to meet the performance objectives of commercial systems. Finally,
the conclusion will aggregate these results to spotlight conclusions and the major
conceptual developments contributed by this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Publications
In marine applications the concept of a ’hybrid’ propulsion system is more
commonly referred to as a ’combined’ system, yielding the ’CO’ moniker used in
the COGLAG (COmbined Gas eLectric And Gas) architecture shown in Figure 1.3.
These powertrains combine two separate input technologies, one for ’boost’ and one
for ’cruise’ operations. The first technology in the acronym (ie. ’GL’ in COGLAG)
indicates the propulsion technology used for cruise, or lower speed operations. ’L’ is
used to signify that the power generated from the indicated technology is transmitted
electrically, as opposed to mechanically. The last term (’G’ in COGLAG) reveals the
power source used during boost, meaning high-power and full speed functionality.
This distinction has come about because of the significant difference in ship propul-
sion power requirements between low and high speed. Power demand is based on
a cubic function of speed, as shown in Figure 2.1. This relation shows the minimal
power requirements of low speed operation in comparison to the drastic increases
near the ship’s max speed. The ’A’, representation for ’And’, is significant in that it
implies the potential to use both power systems to drive the propeller at the same
time. This distinction is in contrast to an ’Or’ configuration, which may only utilize
one or the other at a time. These concepts yield the potential for a great deal of
system combinations, finding potential sources in gas turbines, diesel engines, water-
jets, nuclear, steam as well as electric transmission. A listing of some of the most
frequently implemented versions can be found online [16].
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Figure 2.1: A plot of total propulsion power demand for the DDG-51 shows the drastic
effect of its cubic dependence on speed [17].
The most frequently implemented of these hybrid configurations are CODAD
(COmbined Diesel and Diesel), COGAG (COmbined Gas and Gas) or CODAG
(COmbined Diesel and Gas) [18]. More recent iterations of these hybrid system
concepts have come to emphasize electric power. Generally speaking, these modern
electric systems provide operational flexibility, allow much less constrained placement
of prime movers, and help reduce maintenance and manpower requirements [19]. Us-
ing electric power distribution for all system power generation, loads and propulsion
(IPS) is widely accepted as the power system of the future. As outlined in Section 1.1,
these all-electric power systems are not without their limitations, and these have led
to a need to evaluate propulsion options for a modified repeat of the DDG-51 class.
The central concept behind this thesis is to evaluate the potential for hybrid system
to meet these system requirements. The intention of this chapter is to review related
research material. This chapter will begin by reviewing available information regard-
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ing hybrid-electric ships that are currently in service. The focus will then shift to
analyses that have specifically investigated options for the next generation DDG-51
power system. The review will conclude with material covering general guidelines
and lessons learned with regard to naval propulsion system design as well as how it
pertains to commercial vessels.
2.1 Existing Electrified Naval Propulsion Systems
2.1.1 All-Electric Navy Vessels
The UK Royal Navy has historically been the leader in advanced, electri-
fied surface ship power systems. Following the ground-breaking Type 23 propulsion
system, the fleet quickly transitioned to all electric designs, with the AO and LPD
powertrains. Although also using relatively modern power electronics, these were still
thyristor based, using synchroconverters [14]. Taking all of these concepts one step
further is the Type 45 Destroyer. Using a full electric propulsion system, the Type
45 was the first to implement a pulse-width modulation (PWM) main propulsion
converter driving its Advanced Induction Motors (AIM). Prime movers consist of 2
× 2.5 MW diesel generators as well as 2 × 21.5 MW combined cycle (WR-21) gas
turbines [14]. Gas turbines were selected as the main prime movers because of their
high power density, significantly less maintenance required, and low emissions. The
ship derives much of its performance benefit, emphasizing fuel consumption, by the
capability to operate on a single generator. A topic of significant interest, Single
Generator Operation (SGO) will be discussed in greater detail later. The main con-
cern is with ship operators and the potential for an entire ships power system to go
offline in the event of a single prime mover failure. The UK Navy resolves this issue
through the use of energy storage systems, which are already implemented as backup
for the imperative command control and indication (CCI) systems. This capability is
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Figure 2.2: The DDG-1000 concept of operations illustrates utilization of IPS capa-
bility [22].
augmented through the use of diesel generators, which are capable of starting reliably
on the order of 2 minutes [20].
The main electronic hardware used on the Type 45 Destroyer provides the
basis for much of the power system used on board the US Navy’s DDG-1000 [21].
When launched, it will be the highest power all-electric, or IPS, system in a vessel its
size. DDG-1000 propulsion is based off 2 × 36 MW Rolls-Royce MT30 gas turbines
supplemented with 2 Rolls Royce RR4500 4 MW auxiliary generators [22]. It will
also be one of the first ships of its kind to utilize the much discussed Fixed Pitch
Propeller (FPP), an often cited benefit of IPS. The ship has yet to enter service
and such operations data is largely indeterminant, but a preliminary use profile, or
CONcept of OPerations (CONOPS), is shown in Figure 2.2. Although it does not
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prove particularly useful with regard to the analysis presented in this thesis, a great
deal of high power electric system technology literature has been produced as the
result of the ship’s development. The most useful with respect to an effort to conduct
a use-based fuel consumption focused study for an IPS system are likely to be the
theses of Vijlee and Holsonback from the University of Texas [23, 24]. The T-AKE
is a US Navy dry cargo ammunition ship also using full IPS. Propulsion is provided
by 2 × 11 MW tandem motors, while prime movers consist of 4 diesel generators
for a total of 35.7 MW [25]. However, of greater insterest with respect to the efforts
at hand is an emphasis on current developments which utilize a specifically hybrid
power system as originated from the Type 23.
2.1.2 Modern Hybrid Naval Power Systems
Modern electrified surface ship propulsion systems began with the Type 23
Frigate, which came into service by the 1990’s. The ship was revolutionary in its
use of relatively modern power electronic systems, as well as the implementation of
parallel operated generators. This ship is of particular interest here as it used a hybrid
CODLAG configuration, illustrated in Figure 2.3. The power system consisted of 4
diesel generators rated at approximately 1.4 MW, which drove shaft mounted DC
motors combined with two separate gas turbines which also drove the propeller shafts
through a reduction gearbox [14].
The Franco-Italian FREMM (Fre´gate Europe´enne Multi-Mission) frigate is
a very recently developed ship also using a hybrid CODLAG powertrain. From a
propulsion architecture standpoint the ship’s design is very similar to that of the UK
Type 23 [26]. The FREMM differentiates primarily in that it uses a cross-connect
gearbox to integrate a single GE LM2500+G4 gas turbine as a propulsion device
driving both propeller shafts. The electric machines, intended for efficient low speed
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Figure 2.3: The UK Type 23 Frigate was a groundbreakinig propulsion system, using
a CODLAG architecture [14].
operation, are also used in conjunction with the PGT for top speed capability, as well
as being capable of operating as generators. Interestingly, the ship also maintains
use of a Controllable Pitch Propeller (CPP). The architecture is illustrated in Figure
2.4 [15].
Hybrid ship propulsion system development within the US Navy is embodied in
the recently christened and highly succesful USS Makin-Island (LHD-8), the current
iteration of the Wasp-class amphibious assault ship. Previous ships of this class used
separate high pressure and low pressure steam drive systems integrated to a common
propeller shaft via a dual input gearbox. The modernized CODLOG version replaces
these inputs with a mechanical PGT and a lower power EM. The arrangement is
shown in Figure 2.5, as it is applied to each of two propeller shafts. The concept
was to upgrade the prime movers and eliminate the steam system in order to reduce
manpower and maintenance requirements. In order to minimize lead time it was
desired to maintain the existing shaft line rake and skew and limit design changes
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Figure 2.4: The FREMM frigate developed for the Italian Navy uses a CODLAG
architecture [15].
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Figure 2.5: The recently christened LHD-8 propulsion system resembles the proposed
technology and development process recommended for the DDG-51 Flight III [6].
to the second stage of the MRG, as well as disallowing any changes to the prime
mover ventilation systems. The resulting design utilizes one LM2500+ PGT per
shaft along with 6 × 4 MW diesels for electric power generation (not shown in the
Figure). Diesels were selected because they are robust and economical [27]. Based on
these development requirements and obstacles, the LHD-8 redesign closely resembles
the proposed powertrain architecture, as well as its development challenges, for the
DDG-51 Flight III, and thus warrants significant attention.
The LM2500+ PGT on each shaft drive the MRG through an overrunning
self-synchronizing clutch. Switching from the previous steam inputs to a high power
PGT and a low power EM required surprisingly minimal modification, consisting only
of casing redesign. The PGT input pinion splits into two locked powertrain drives,
one of which being where the EM system is attached, as shown in Figure 2.5. This
approach minimized modification to the second stage of reduction gear, limited to only
require integration of the controllable pitch propeller (CPP) hydraulic oil distribution
box. Additional length of the high power PGT required moving the MRG, although
this provided benefit in the way of reducing total shaft line length [6]. In order
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to transition from the EM to PGT through the use of self-synchronizing clutches,
the rotational speeds of each system must overlap. As designed, the EM is limited
to much lower operation speeds, with the PGTs capable of only minimally low idle
speeds. This is conjoined with the fact that each input drive operates through the
same reduction gear ratio [6].
Initial designs of the EM system were not capable of starting the propeller
shaft from a stop. Since this system was intended for low speed operation, this meant
that the PGT would have to be started to get the ship going. Deemed unaccept-
able, the system was redesigned to utilize a Variable Speed Drive (VSD) via Pulse
Width Modulation (PWM), consisting of a voltage source inverter with integral pro-
grammable logic controller [28]. However, the system function is focused on zero shaft
speed start capability, and is still only mildly capable of true variable speed operation,
necessitating the use of a CPP. The use of a CPP also means that the EM system
is not mission critical, meaning the ship is fully capable of operating at all speeds as
necessary through the PGT system alone. This important decision permitted the EM
system to only necessitate Grade B Shock qualification [28, 29]. During the design
process, this system voltage was bumped from 450 VAC to 4160 VAC. This change
allowed a 2000 hp motor to fit in the space that previously limited the EM system
power to 1600 hp. The result was an EM system that was capable of driving the
ship up to speeds of 12 knots, thereby covering up to 75% of the ship’s operating
profile [6]. Initial studies projected the benefit of this supplantment to be on the
order of $0.5 million per year. On Makin-Island’s 2 month maiden voyage from the
Eastern US coast, around South America, to the Western US coast the ship saved $2
million in fuel costs [27]. This staggering evidence of benefit has led to expectations
of $250 million expected from the ship over the course of its 40 year life [30].
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Figure 2.6: The GE CrossConnect concept is being evaluated as the next generation
design variation for DDG-51 ships.
2.2 DDG-51 Flight III Powertrain Analyses
As discussed, the specific naval application evaluated in this thesis is a de-
sign alternative for the next generation DDG-51 Flight III power system, for which
significant consideration has been given in the literature. General Electric has a
system purportedly already in the stages of testing a backfit concept for this appli-
cation, expected to be delivered soon. The system is called CrossConnect, although
minimal technical details are known. What is understood is largely represented in
Figure 2.6. This figure illustrates the central concept of integrating the large propul-
sion prime mover system and the electric power generation system. As can be seen,
the CrossConnect system utilizes all of the existing DDG-51 prime mover hardware
and configuration. Thus the system emphasizes application to existing ships while
also posing an initial install alternative for new DDG-51 purchases.
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Figure 2.7: Many hybrid DDG-51 studies investigate integration of a small EM into
the MRG [32].
2.2.1 CrossConnect System Evaluation Studies
Although minimal detail is known regarding the specifics of this system, if
they have been determined by GE, several reports have been published that analyze
potential alternatives. These systems are all similar, however, in that they integrate
a small electric machine (EM) into the propulsor hardware on both the port and
starboard side [31–34]. Figure 2.7 shows one example of this setup operating in
electric drive mode [32]. This type of system proves increasingly valuable when we
take into account the fact that, of the DDG-51 class alone, there are 62 ships in service
that utilize this basic powertrain architecture, and most of them will be in service
well into the 2030’s [32]. Thus, these systems are developed in such a manner so as to
be feasibly inserted into existing power systems in addition to the possibility of being
implemented in future ship orders, such as DDG-51 Flight III [7]. Additionally, one
of the aforementioned studies actually addresses the CG-47, a class of guided missile
cruiser [34]. This ship uses the exact same number and type of gas turbines, as well
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as a hull with extremely similar drag charactistics to that of the DDG-51 [17]. This
fact further emphasizes the wide range and value of these analyses. Still common
to each of these concepts is consideration of three main subjects - EM technology
selection, design for fitment and the specific method of gearing in the EM. Of specific
importance is that these analyses also evaluate the fuel savings potential based on
mission profile evaluation.
Each analysis evaluates technology options for the EM. Primary options are
induction motors, AC wound field, AC permanent magnet, and some evaluate ad-
vanced options such as High Temperature SuperConducting (HTSC). These EM drive
options are compared on the basis of typical technical qualities (size, weight, com-
plexity, development stage), with the decision largely formulated but essentially left
to the Navy. One study concludes on a recommendation of permanent magnet AC
synchronous motor [32]. As presented in each analysis, this motor EM technology
represents the best option with regard to its balance of low cost, high power density,
efficiency, durability and technology readiness. However, this is also the same type
that was intended for use on the DDG-1000 before the system had to be discarded as
it was not ready, and replaced with the well-established Induction Motor (IM) [21,22],
a tendency supported by other findings [33].
Of greater importance to the study at hand is the concept of how the proposed
EM system will be attached to the existing DDG-51 power train. Three fundamental
options exist: direct drive coupling to the shaft (low speed), geared to existing MRG
(high speed) or using a separate reduction gear attached to either (medium speed).
Two primary concepts impact this decision, operating speed of the EM device and
practical feasibility. With regard to operating speed, for a given power rating, rais-
ing the machine’s speed rating will always reduce the required volume [31–34]. This
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fact, combined with the ease of physical access, provides strong recommendation for
integration via the MRG [34]. However, for naval applications, the main propulsor
hardware, including the MRG, requires extensive shock testing. The cost of requal-
ifying the MRG if modified in any way is considerably prohibitive [31]. In spite of
this realization, Castles suggests integration is feasible without disrupting the existing
design [32]. It should be noted, the design evaluated therein also emphasized use of
the EM as both a motor and generator, suggesting this is possible given the existing
MRG design.
The key relevance of these studies to the one contained in this thesis is that
they evaluate powertrain performance and fuel consumption as a function of mission
profile modeling. This type of evaluation involves modeling fuel consumption be-
havior as it varies with speed and operating mode, which is necessary for evaluating
real-world performance potential. Figure 2.8 illustrates the concept with data used
in [32]. Operational profiles for ships are a key concept within the context of evalu-
ating ship fuel consumption behavior. For a given operating speed, a ship will have a
specific propulsion power requirement based on its hull. However, for naval warfight-
ing vessels, depending on the current operational characteristics for the ship (such as
battle mode, cruise, docked, etc.) it may require one of several powertrain operating
modes, indicated in Figure 2.15b. The caption indicates the fundamental powertrain
modes for the DDG-51: full plant, split plant and trail shaft. Trail shaft is the most
economical mode of transportation for the DDG-51, where only one PGT operates,
driving one propeller. The other propeller is instead left to free-wheel. The split plant
mode is defined by one PGT on each shaft in operation, representing an intermediate
mode of transit. Full plant, as implied, consists of all units in the propulsion power
plant online. As shown in Figure 2.15b, this full power mode is at times necessary




Figure 2.8: A speed profile (a) and operational mode distribution (b) define a ship’s
mission profile [32].
dent on operating speed. Thus, when information regarding how much time a ship
spends at a certain speed is combined with data regarding what mode it is in, a full
picture of fuel consumption characteristics can be drawn. This operational aspect
will be covered in much greater detail throughout the remainder of this paper.
The type of analysis mentioned is vital for extracting important tendencies.
For the studies covered here, one of the most valuable insights is the fact that the
benefit of the hybrid system increases substantially with increased EM system power
levels [31, 32]. This is explicitly shown in Figure 2.9. This figure also illustrates the
dependency on operations variation. Use is defined as providing power through the
EM to provide propulsion for the ship with the main PGTs off. The three lines each
indicate different percentages of how often the system is used when the ship is oper-
ating under circumstances which would allow for its use, similar to the percentages
as used in Figure 2.15b. Depending on those factors, the figure shows savings in the
range of 4-14%. This is in agreeance with alternate studies which have shown fuel
savings on the order of 8.9% [30].
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Figure 2.9: Results of a hybrid drive study show the importance of system sizing and
high dependence on frequency of use [31]
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Another significant characteristic illuminated by this type of study is the im-
pact of whether or not to design the EM unit to be able to function as a motor or
as both a motor and generator. Operation as a generator reduces the load on the
GTG units which provide electric power for the ship service loads. It was shown that
designing to allow for generator operations raised fuel savings from a range of 1,500-
7,500 barrels of fuel per year (depending on EM size), to 5,000-11,000 barrels per
year, conceivably doubling the amount of fuel saved [32]. As shown in the subsequent
analysis, this benefit depends heavily on GTG unit performance.
2.2.2 Hybrid Architecture Redesign Analyses
In addition to the preceding reviews evaluating options for small power hy-
brid drive retrofits, two studies have been produced that analyze the same concept
proposed in this thesis: an architecture redesign to provide for a higher power hy-
brid propulsion system, where the EM replaces one of the main PGTs, a concept
illustrated in Figure 2.10.
A conceptual report by Ashton presents the described architecture as a basis
for augmenting the existing ship power system for pulse power weapon capability [35].
This capability is derived primarily from introduction of 21 MW LM2500+ units as
the PGTs, while using 2 ’high speed gas turbines’ as GTGs, which would be rated
at half the power capability of the PGT, producing a COGLAG architecture. Full
speed capability of 30+ knots would be based on combined operation of the PGT
with 10 MW EM drives. Being mostly a concept overview, the report cites the
recognized benefits of electric drive systems - FPP utilization, CrossConnect operation
for single PGT propulsion, as well as EM generation for ship service loads. Based
on two separate DC distribution networks of differing voltage, the system suggests
implementation of supplemental energy storage and fuel cell modules [35].
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Figure 2.10: A full hybrid architecture concept schematic illustrates the fundamental
concept of the thesis.
Also emphasizing this same concept is a report originating from the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology [36], aiming to evaluate the same concepts as
stated in this thesis: projected fuel cost savings, ability to increase power genera-
tion capacity and technical feasibility. These objectives are assessed within the scope
of maintaining current machinery room spacings, and a projected increase of 20% in
electric power demand. It is assumed that the necessary energy storage hardware
can be installed, allowing single generator operation (SGO). Based on the intentions
of quick turnaround, and as assumed in this analysis, technology alternatives are se-
lected based on what is currently in use or is expected to be in use in the near futuree
by US Navy ships. Design decisions between technologies are based on figures of
merit, resembling the Navy CONTEST method of evaluation, which ranks technol-
ogy alternatives against each other. These comparisons are largely based on relative
weight, dimensions, risk, output power and rated Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC).
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RR WR21 ICR LM2500+ LM2500+G4 RR MT30 LM6000
BHP @ 15◦ 25,200 30,200 35,320 36,000 44,700
RANK 5 4 3 2 1
SFC
(lb/shp-hr)
0.32 0.354 0.352 0.34 0.329




















RANK 3 1 2 4 5
Weight (kg) 49,783 23,000 23,017 22,000 35,091
RANK 5 2 3 1 4
RISK 3 1 4 2 5
Results 17 13 16 12 17
Table 2.1: A comparison study for PGT selection which uses a ranking system for
component technology selection is reproduced from [36].
An example comparison for PGT selection is reproduced in Table 2.1. In this manner
the analysis is able to evaluate a wide range of options quickly. However, this ap-
proach does not take into account technology performance details, underrepresenting
extremely high or extremely low performance capabilities relative to other options.
This method also fails to take into account any technology selection interactions,
which are later shown to pose additional physical constraints.
The study resolves a powertrain design utilizing 2 × 32.6 MW Rolls-Royce
MT30 units suplemented by the 3.7 MW Alstom EM drives from the LHD-8. Elec-
tric power for service loads and propulsion is generated from 4 × 4.2 MW LM500
units, increasing the total number of GTG units from previous DDG-51 ships. The
potential for these fitment conerns is evaluated using DDG-51 Flight IIA models from
the Advanced Surface Ship Evaluation Tool (ASSET) and POSSE software. These
software suites are also able to evaluate the benefit of a COGLAG versus a COGLOG
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system. This comparison shows a slight increase in top speed (0.5 knot) for the
COGLAG arrangement but that it also uses a slightly lighter and smaller MRG unit,
showing a clear performance advantage for a COGLAG architecture. This software is
particularly useful in evaluating ship stability and seakeeping capabilities; however,
it proved to be inhibitive in that it does not provide allowance for combined electric
drive systems. This necessitated using a modified diesel engine model in place of
the electric machine, which is likely to have had unforseen consequences. Regardless,
based on the hull power curve resulting from these ASSET analyses, fuel consumption
was calculated. Ship service electric load was assumed to be the max seen for DDG
Flight IIA (4300 kW) and it was assumed to retain the CPP. EM propulsion proved
to be capable up to 16.5 knots and GTG operation was assumed to either consist of 2
or 4 units online at a given time. Fuel consumption rate is compared directly to that
Figure 2.11: Results of the Tidd COGLAG study show significant benefit in the ship
speed range viable for EM operation [36].
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of DDG-51 Flight IIA based on a speed operating profile and shows a benefit of 23%.
Illustrations of fuel consumption rates as a function of speed as well as endurance
capabilities can be found in Figures 2.11 and 2.12.
The analysis in this thesis approaches this same problem but reaches conclu-
sions by building and analyzing the component models in greater depth. The empha-
sis of this approach is on fuel consumption and energy conversion efficiency trends
and tradeoffs. Thus, design alternatives for technology selection can be analyzed in
depth, yet are high-level enough to allow for system-level architectural evaluations;
culminating in a comparison to a comparable all-electric powertrain architecture.
Figure 2.12: Endurance capability is shown to be greatly enhanced in the region of
EM operation [36].
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2.3 Commercial Ship Propulsion Background
The commercial world, being a much larger market relative to navies, has been
historically the dominant driver of technological trends [20]. Despite this trend, the
adoption of all electric systems for commercial applications has not been occuring
as broadly as it is in warship applications. This is projected to be due to higher
investment interest in short term profits, combined with the fact that shipyards face
significant know-how limitations regarding modern electric systems [37]. Electric
propulsion systems that have found their way into the commercial sector have been
in passenger ships, particularly in newer cruise ships. Similar to naval vessels, these
ships benefit due to the large amount of time spent at low speeds requiring small
fractions of total installed power [18].
Emissions regulations stemming from the MARPOL convention [11, 12] have
aroused significant investigation into shipping emissions. This development has re-
ceived particular investigative attention simply focused on undertaking the difficult
but necessary obstacle of estimating and accounting these emissions appropriately.
Numerous approaches have been developed at various levels of granularity [3,38–42].
Beyond simply accounting for these emissions, studies have begun to evaluate the
reasons and behavioral dependence of these emissions. These studies logically have
significant focus also on fuel consumption and operating cost. This includes results
regarding the importance of reducing time in port [10] as well as routing ships accord-
ing to weather patterns [43,44]. It has been shown that fleet planning to optimize ship
routing can reduce the number of vessles in service by 40%, resulting in a reduction
of fuel consumption from 5-15% [43].
’Slow steaming’ refers to reducing the operating speed of the ship in order to
reduce its rate of fuel consumption [45]. This, however, has unavoidable effects on
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transit times and thus must be balanced with cargo value deterioration [43]. It has
been shown that reducing speeds by 10 to 50 percent can reduce CO2 emissions from
container ships by 20-70% if no extra ships are needed to maintain the level of supply;
or 5-40% when they are. However, high carbon prices from $36-200 per metric ton
of CO2 would be required to drive these changes. Reductions for other types of ships
would be less, due to their already slower speeds [46–48]. However, the length of
trans-oceanic routes puts significant pressure on ships to keep speeds high [49].
Maritime international trade is a highly optimized business and thus lacks
clear or simple opportunities for fuel or emissions reductions [43]. Regardless, the in-
dustry and its propulsion technologies are constantly undergoing redevelopment and
given modern fuel price increases and emissions concerns, efforts have been made to
evaluate the potential. A dominating aspect of these changes has been the increased
emphasis of container shipping [38,41,50], the specific topic of operations-based per-
formance analyses. A Twenty foot Equivalent Unit (TEU) is a standard containerized
cargo unit, similar to those hauled on the back of semi-trucks. Container vessels are
commonly rated based on their TEU capacity. For example, a 6,000 TEU requires
power on order of 60-80 MW for propulsion. For the vast majority of this and most
other commercial vessels, this propulsion demand is provided by a single diesel engine
driving the propeller shaft directly, with no gearing [49]. However, these ships con-
tinue to grow in size; to the point now where 8,000 TEU has become common, ships
which require 80 MW for speeds of 24 knots and 100 MW for 26 knots. The limit of
10,000 TEU ship has largely been the availability of a powerplant. This limitation
has led to proposals of twin-screw ships with as much as 160 MW, being capable
of powering ships of up to 18,000 TEU. However, manning and maintenance eco-
nomics drive away from the twin-screw concept; thus pushing for ever larger diesels,
with many units currently ready for production today. At some point, however, the
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difficulty of building out ports to facilitate increasingly large ships will become an
economic hinderance. In response to this type of realization, the FastShip Atlantic
project was conceived. The project developed a 4000-5000 TEU ship, using 5 Rolls
Royce gas turbines through waterjets for a total of 225 MW of power. These trends
and challenges face container ships especially, as they are typically the carriers of
higher value commodities and thus require quick transit speeds [49].
2.3.1 Commercial Ship Propulsion Systems
As mentioned, propulsion diesel engines (PDEs) represent the vast majority of
trans-oceanic prime movers. Gas turbines have been used in ferries where space and
weight are extremely restricted; as well as in cruise ships where their high rotational
speed produces favorable noise reduction [51]. Fuel consumption rates for similarly
sized gas turbines range from 205-277 g/kW-hr, while most diesels operate in the
much lower range of 171 g/kW-hr, comparatively. Additionally, the more highly
refined fuel required by gas turbines causes a 50% increase in cost [50]. Thus, at this
point there is little potential for improving operating speed fuel costs by switching
prime mover technologies. Gas turbines with recuperative combined cycle systems
are in development which may be able to offer comparable fuel efficiencies, and are
of similar size to the diesel units currently used [52,53]. If fuel consumption rates are
competitive, these units become attractive from the standpoint of open sea emissions
reductions. However, integrating these units as mechanical drivers will require much
development as well as a very large, very heavy gear train. Thus, at this point the
added cost of fuel mentioned above combined with increased drive complication make
them infeasible for near-term application, or to the extent that can be evaluated
in this thesis. The dominanace of diesel technology as the propulsion unit leads
instead to evaluation of the type of powertrain architecture surrounding it. As with
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electric propulsion systems, hybrid or combined systems have made their way into
consideration for passenger ship applications, largely in the accompaniment of podded
propulsor recommendations [54, 55]. Evaluations have been done for hybrid power
systems such as that described above for naval applications as it would apply to
smaller fishing vessels, yielding indications of a 15% reduction in fuel consumption
[56].
Given the above evaluation of gas turbine feasibility, there is minimal room to
improve beyond the efficiency of the direct drive PDEs used on ocean-going commer-
cial ships. However, a common system used on commercial vessels reflects the hybrid
functionality evaluated here: shaft generators. Termed Power Take Off (PTO) de-
vices, these EM generators are directly attached to the propeller shaft and produce
electric power for the ship service load. Although much less common, these EMs may
also be designed to operate as Power Take In (PTI), driving the propeller shaft using
the ship electric power system. PTO systems have recently seen increasing rates of
adoption [57]. These systems have been investigated to some degree as a corollary to
the benefits seen in IPS configurations for other applictions [37]. Such a system, oper-
ating off of propeller shaft and thus PDE power, thus utilizes inexpensive heavy fuel
oil. Theoretically, a shaft generator system can be designed to provide all necessary
onboard electric power demands. Even if only offsetting a single system generator, a
PTO device saves space within the electric power generation plant room [37]. How-
ever, there is a significant lack of analysis regarding the fuel consumption impacts of
these systems. In this respect alone this thesis presents a unique evaluation. In addi-
tion to those results, this analysis evaluates a combination PTO/PTI system which
is similar in concept to the hybrid architecture studied for naval systems. However,
functionality of the commercial application focuses on in-port emissions behaviors, as
well as open-sea cruise fuel consumption rates.
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2.3.2 Alternative Energy Systems Integration
Despite the general lack of viable alternatives for prime mover technology,
options for reducing the fuel consumption at cruise speeds do exist. These options
consist of the implementation of systems which utilize renewable energy such as wind
or solar. Having zero fuel costs, these technologies represent huge opportunities for
operational cost reduction. Studies have shown solar panels may be able to provide
power for communications and other electronic devices, although actual benefits with
regard to fuel consumption have shown reductions are on the order of 1% [45, 58].
Wind power systems have also been proposed for use in electric power generation [59]
The emphasis of this research is instead on propulsion systems, and thus the potential
for a hybrid wind-mechanical system is analysed.
Wind assist propulsion systems for ships have begun to receive significant at-
tention from developers, and have had success in the market. This success thus far
has been attained specifically by Skysails, and their high altitude kite system. These
systems, shown in Figure 2.13, operate 100-300 meters above the ocean surface where
wind speeds are much higher, and are capable of functioning in speeds of 12-74 km/hr.
This system has proven to be capable of reducing voyage fuel consumption and emis-
sions by 10-35%, with instantaneous peaks reducing fuel rates up to 50% [45, 60].
Fuel savings of 10-15% can surmount to over $1000 per day. Given a system price of
e 450,000-2.5M and annual maitenance costs between 5-10% of that, customers typi-
cally see payback in 3-5 years [45]. These kite systems may only be deployed in wind
speeds above 3 Beaufort. However, classical sail systems operate continuously, and
do not require deployment and repackaging. Modern iterations of these systems have
also been developed and analyzed for ship operations. Two of these most advanced
designs include the Flettner rotor and rigid-wing sail.
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Figure 2.13: Skysail’s high altitude kite has recently been adopted by many ship
operators.
These modern sail devices, including the Skysail, function by producing lift.
The rigid wing sail is a fairly familiar concept to most, as it is essentially an airplane
wing turned upright, illustrated in Figure 2.14. The unit is positioned in such a way
that a component of the lift vector coincides with the direction of the ship. However,
the Flettner rotor is a much less common device. These systems operate based on
a principle called the Magnus Effect, which explains how lift is generated on a body
which is rotating in a flow field, shown in Figure 2.15. Lift is generated perpendicular
to the direction of flow, at a rate proportional to the square of the rotational speed.
These systems garnished significant attention as a response to the energy crisis of
the 1970s, which produced the main body of literature investigating the potential for
integration of sail systems to provide propulsion assistance and reduce fuel consump-




Figure 2.14: Modern sail devices operate like airplane wings by producing lift (a) to
generate useful propulsion forces (b) [61].
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.15: Flettner rotor sails (a) produce lift using the Magnus Effect (b) [62].
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held in 1985 (WindTech 85) which produced a culminating publication of the key
research efforts of the majority of the scientific community involved in this area of
study before general interest once again largely subsided. Interest in these devices
has resurfaced once again as a response to rising fuel prices [63,64].
Much of the comparative literature that investigates sail-assist devices on a
system level for ship application ultimately resolves its conclusions from economic
considerations [63, 65, 66]. Beyond calculation methodologies and technical represen-
tation of the sail systems themselves, the body of system level studies is useful in
revealing the pertinent factors one must consider in defining the simulation. For
instance, installing a large sail system of the nature developed here can produce size-
able forces driving the ship off course, termed leeway. This induces greater rudder
deflection to maintain heading, which in turn theoretically drives up resistance to
propulsion. The manner in which this is taken into account varies substantially from
studies claiming it is of no concern for sail-assist devices due to the relative mag-
nitude of forces from sail to propeller [67, 68], to those where it represents a major
portion of calculation effort [63, 66, 69, 70]. Logically, this depends somewhat on hull
design and it has been suggested that drift is only a matter of concern for ship de-
signs with a block coefficient of less than 0.65 [68]. This concern is rarely the case for
large merchant ships, but rather more representative of smaller, high speed or leisure
boats. Additionally, investigation of results of quantifying these effects shows that it
produces an effect on the order of only 0-2%, and is thusly assumed to be accurate
to disregard these factors in analysis results [66, 69, 70]. It may be noted that these
impacts approach the magnitude of effects of wind forces on the ship superstructure,
which is also rarely taken into account.
Historical investigations vary considerably in the manner in which they rep-
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resent the source of driving wind, a factor proven to be of substantial effect on re-
sults [71]. Many studies develop sail models aimed at force calculation based on
theoretical wind speed and direction [63, 66, 69], others utilize distribution statistics
and actual data and are able to predict the type of fuel consumption reduction figures
sought after in this thesis [65,66]. As with naval systems, evaluation of the potential
for these systems to reduce fuel consumption depends on operation. A sail assist
device added to a motored ship has the ability to augment propulsion thrust and in-
crease speed, or reduce engine load and allow a reduction in throttle. One evaluation
of the results of having integrated a traditional sail rig showed average fuel cut by 24%
in conjunction with average speed being boosted 5% [65]. Investigation of integration
of a rigid wing sail onto a large cargo ship shows 22.3% average fuel use reduction for
a route based on a rigid wing sail design, as shown above [66]. Studies which go so far
as to compare sail technologies on the basis of projected fuel consumption reduction,
show savings of 43% for a rigid wing sail and 25% for a Flettner rotor. However, it
is also cited that the Fletter rotor will have much reduced initial costs, and projects
a much less intrusive presence on the ship deck, thus projecting the system to be a
more beneficial design with shorter payback [65].
2.4 Summary
The analyses presented in this thesis emphasize in-depth evaluation of the
interaction and variability in power system component performance. This approach
allows for detailed technology selection process and the corresponding high-level com-
parison of ship powertraiin architecture alternatives. In this sense, this thesis repre-
sents a more in-depth approach to the system-level analyses that address these same
design selection concepts. This depth is motivated and characterized by the emphasis
on fuel consumption trends and tradeoffs. Another key differentiating factor in this
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respect is that the analysis here utilizes operational load profile simulation. Thus,
rather than draw conclusions on static fuel efficiency and emission ratings, this thesis
calculates fuel consumption rates that result from actual component usage patterns.
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Chapter 3
System and Component Model Development
The intent of this section is to cover the modeling approach used to evaluate the
fuel consumption of the selected propulsion systems and components. This approach
utilizes power flow component models and emphasizes performance variation over the
power system’s typical operating regime. These models emphasize fuel flow rates
and conversion efficiencies. Because ship speeds vary slowly and the majority of
operational time is spent at constant velocity, these operations are represented as
steady state to extrapolate long term fuel consumption trends. The intention is to
develop an effective high level design tool that can be used to inform design decisions
and technology selection with a focus on fuel efficiency.
3.1 Technical Differences in Marine Powertrain Architectures
As explained in the previous chapter, ship power systems use multiple prime
movers to meet ship loads. The energy used on board naval surface ships and large
commercial ships is generated through combustion in the ship’s prime movers. Gen-
erated power is then used for electrical service loads or for propulsion loads. All ships
have electrical loads and thus must generate electric power through dedicated units.
To meet propulsion demands, energy must be transmitted, either mechanically via
linkages and gears, or electrically through generators, motors and wires. The root
of architectural differences in ship powertrains comes from the balance with which
propulsion power is transmitted electrically or mechanically. Eliciting the traits of
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that balance is a primary goal of this research.
Each of these two forms of transmission has inherent traits. For one, substan-
tially more componentry is necessary for electrical transmission. This additional hard-
ware includes a generator affixed to the prime mover, any necessary power converters,
a motor on the propulsion shaft, and cabling, which has proven to be exceptionally
cumbersome in 3-phase IPS systems [5]. These weight and machinery-space volume
requirements are on the order of 40-50% more than those of mechanical transmis-
sion. These complex systems also correlate to a much higher initial cost of electrical
drive systems, being 20-25% more than mechanical [19]. However, for gas turbines,
mechanical drive machinery is not trivial. The large MRGs required for speed reduc-
tion frequently weigh more than the prime mover itself, on the order of 1 tonne per
MW transmitted [51]. Additionally, electrical drive allows relatively unconstrained
placement of components, necessitating cabling for transmission, rather than the high
toleranced drive shaft of mechanical systems.
Selection between these systems also greatly impacts how the prime mover
is operated and thus, its fuel consumption. Mechanical coupling necessitates prime
mover speed reduction as the propeller speed slows along with ship speed, which
nominally requires less fuel [18]. For electric power transmission, the prime mover
drives a generator at constant velocity to produce power at a constant frequency. As
ship speed decreases, the propulsion motor power demand decreases, and thus the
power (torque) generated by the prime mover is decreased, although it continues to
operate at the same speed. In an AC electrical distribution network, all prime movers
online must share loads evenly for frequency synchronization. This means, regardless
of power rating, all units online must be producing the same percentage of their total
capacity. Many publications cite the fuel efficiency benefit of electric power systems
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because they can vary the number of prime movers online, thus loading each one such
that it is maintained in its most fuel efficient region [19, 30, 32]. As shown in Figure
3.1, this occurs at higher speeds, encouraging heavy loading of prime movers and
minimal supplemental units online. However, naval applications frequently require
redundant power supplies regardless. Additionally, the losses in converting propulsion
power from mechanical to electrical and then back to electrical has sufficient efficiency
penalties compared to mechanical transmission [18]. Estimates of electric distribution
efficiency is in the range of 87-92%, while mechanical drive is typically from 97-98%
[19]. Depending on the drive system, it is also sometimes feasible to implement a FPP
in place of a CPP, thereby further increasing efficiency. Thus, the culmination of these
tradeoffs presents a non-obvious problem of key interest in determining the overall fuel
consumption characteristics. Prime mover models are developed to estimate Specific
Fuel Consumption (SFC) and fuel rates as a function of speed and output power, with
operational variation determined by the architecture and use profile. This section will
review models of the pertinent technologies for each application and the ship models
for which they are evaluated.
3.2 Propulsion Technology Modeling Bases
Regardless of the transmission system technology, many fuel consumption be-
haviors are traits inherent to the prime mover technology used. For the vessels ana-
lyzed here, these technologies consist of diesel engines and gas turbines. There are a
finite number of each of these suitable for the type of marine applications here. Thus,
rather than generate a generalized physics-based model of either a gas turbine or diesel
engine, the approach here is to extract the necessary data to represent the limited
prime mover units available. This method also ensures the most accurate depiction
of differences between the technologies, allowing high resolution comparisons.
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Figure 3.1: A plot of the SFC for the popular GE LM2500 gas turbine shows signifi-
cantly higher values at low load factors [32].
Many of the differences between diesels and gas turbines have been covered
in brief already, and indeed these are the most important. Chiefly, gas turbines con-
sume significantly more fuel than diesels. Diesels are robust, capable of burning lower
quality, and hence much cheaper, fuel. High power units like those considered here
consist of low speed, 2 stroke designs. These units are significantly larger and heavier
than their turbine correlaries, and also produce much more noise [49,72]. Conversely,
the power dense, high RPM operation of gas turbines requires a reduction gear for
mechanical propeller drive as well as many electric power generation configurations.
Power generating gas turbines are largely split into land-based units and aeroderiva-
tive units. Land based units reflect those used for power generation where size and
weight is not a constraint. Aeroderivative turbines are directly adapted from air-
plane models and are significantly smaller in size; thus, these units are the focus for
marine applications. Gas turbines are further classified by how the output (power
turbine) is coupled. Aerodynamic couplings are used in the common LM2500 series,
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Figure 3.2: Plotting the max torque values for several gas turbines in the GE lineup
illustrates the difference of mechanically coupled power turbines, such as the LM6000.
where the hot high pressure gas created in combustion passes through a mechanically
separate power turbine. This configuration makes the turbine capable of full torque
at low or stall speeds, similar to the torque curve common to electric machines, as
shown in Figure 3.2. Conversely, gas turbine outputs can also be mechanically linked,
wherein the final output power turbine is coupled to a compressor stage. This can
cause stalling of the compressors at too low of an operating speed, but also produces
a more efficient linkage to the ouput. The LM6000 uses this type of configuration,
and the difference in torque output can be seen in Figure 3.2.
Airflow volume requirements for any configuration of gas turbine are strin-
gent. Additionally, these passages must pass through all ship decks, typically from
the bottom-most, to open air, thus occupying significant space. However, from a
maintenance, manpower and reliability standpoint they have proven to be far su-
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perior. Part of this attribute comes from the large air ducting requirements; for
service, a gas turbine is easily extracted from a ship through its ventilation passages.
Diesels, on the other hand, must be serviced in place, a process which can take up
to 2 months [72]. In comparison to diesels, gas turbines run very cleanly and require
minimal maintenance, and thus minimal crew. This clean burning also produces sig-
nificantly lowered emissions. In proposing adoption of their gas turbines for cruise
ship applications in 1998, GE claimed 98% reduction in emissions over diesels by uti-
lizing their LM2500+. NOX emissions proved to be 5 g/kWh, half the IMO targets of
the time [49]. However, diesel technology has quickly adapted to these environmental
concerns. Technologies such as common rail fuel injection, fuel/water emulsification,
turbochargers, and direct water injection have produced units fully capable of the
same 5 g/kWh target. These technologies do, however, increase maintenance require-
ments, at the least requiring frequent retuning of systems to minimize emissions [49].
3.2.1 Naval Prime Mover Selection and Modeling
Based on the motivations explained in Chapters 1 and 2, the directive of
this study from a naval standpoint is the evaluation of propulsion options for the
forthcoming DDG-51 Flight III. This class is being revisited because developing a
new hull is extremely cost prohibitive. Although bold objectives are defined for
increasing its performance, these developments must fit within the same hull form.
This requirement primarily means bulkheads and engine room spacing are to be
maintained. Thus, diesel engines are perceived as too large to be implemented as
main propulsion engines. Thus, the emphasis is on gas turbine options. US Navy
applications have stringent shock and fault requirements and thus not all gas turbines
have been approved. This leaves a relatively limited number of gas turbine options.
The options evaluated here include gas turbines that have previously been used on
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navy ships or are projected for use in the near future, consisting of the GE LM2500,
LM2500+, LM2500+G4, and the Rolls-Royce MT30.
Fuel consumption data for the GE turbines was determined through the GE
APPS Gas Turbine Performance Estimator software [73]. Standard conditions were
assumed for inlet and exhaust losses (4.00 in-H2O, and 6.00 in-H2O, respectively),
relative humidity (60%), and no emissions control. Gas turbine power output is also
highly dependent on inlet temperature, and to ensure predictable service, systems
must be capable of full functionality under ’Navy day’ conditions which corresponds
to 100◦F [74]. Thus, all analyses were conducted at this temperature unless noted
otherwise. Turbines were run in mechanical drive configuration whenever possible to
produce brake power as an output. When necessary, brake power was back calculated
based on generator power using the corresponding generator efficiency. Lookup tables
are generated by running gas turbine models through variations in shaft speed and
output power, producing a wide range of data for heat rate. Specific fuel consumption
was then calculated based on the lower heating value of F76 fuel, 18,358 btu/lb, with
a sulfur content of 0.01% [75]. These values were then interpolated for the exact
operating points demanded by simulations, and then multiplied by power demand
to produce a value for fuel flow rate. Results were validating using the completed
ship propulsion model by comparing to data released by the Office of Naval Research
regarding fuel consumption studies of the DDG-51 specifically [76].
Similar data regarding Rolls-Royce gas turbine performance is much less avail-
able. To model the MT30 an existing polynomial fit function was taken from the

















, the ratio of output power at a given operating point to the max
continuous rated power; rn =
nx
nMCR
, the ratio of given engine rpm to max continuous
rated rpm; and rq =
Px/nx
PMCR/nMCR
, the ratio of given engine torque to max continuous
rated torque; all units are nondimensionalized with SFCMT30x in fuel mass per unit
energy. Values for the necessary constants can be found in Table 3.1. However,
these data represent ISO performance, where as the initial stages of validation in this
approach call for evaluation under Navy day conditions. Thus, a study was conducted
on the GE series of gas turbines to derive a correction factor for Navy day conditions
for the MT30. This predominantly showed that temperature increases tend to impact
maximum power output rather than fuel consumption performance. Under max load
conditions the LM6000 (being a twin spool turbine and thus arguably the most closely
related to the MT30 in design as well as power rating) demonstrated an increase of
12% in SFC, greater than was seen in any other conditions or any other units. Thus,
this rate was assumed as the increase for the MT30 in order to represent a worst-case
estimate of performance impact. The resulting fuel consumption approximations were
then validated with excellent fitment to values previously provided to the ESRDC
team [77]. Figure 3.3 illustrates the polynomial fuel consumption at ISO relative to
data supplied by Syntek, as well as the increase due to navy day conditions.
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11
-0.334 0.450 0.878 0.999 0.362 1.047 0.998 0.402 -0.001 0.118 2.995
Table 3.1: Constant values used in the polynomial fit for the Rolls-Royce MT30
provide for fuel consumption calculations [36].
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Figure 3.3: This plot shows the congruence of the variable MT30 model at ISO to
known data (Syntek) and illustrates the increased fuel consumption under Navy day
conditions.
3.2.1.1 Navy Auxiliary Power Generating Units
Prime movers which have not necessarily seen naval applications in the past
were included for evaluation in analysing auxiliary engine alternatives, where certi-
fication requirements are not as limiting. Units evaluated include the Rolls-Royce
AG9140, GE LM1600 as well as a CAT 280-16 diesel genset (DG). The AG9140 rep-
resents the current gas turbine generator (GTG) on board DDG-51 Flight II and as
will be shown later, the other units were chosen as they are nominally capable of
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increasing electric power output within the same footprint. The GE LM1600 was
modeled using the same GE APPS software as above, with SFC rates below 2.5 MW
linearly extrapolated. Fuel consumption data for the CAT 280-16 is available from the
manufacturer in spec sheets online, using data specifically as a 4.4 ekW 60 Hz marine
propulsion generator operating at 900 rpm, with an assumed generator efficiency of
96%. As with the MT30 above, minimal information is available from Rolls Royce
regarding fuel consumption rates for the AG9140. However, the unit is powered by
the same 501 turbine hardware from the outgoing US Navy ship service generator.
Thus, fuel consumption rates should hardly deviate and Allison 501k data was used
from ONR Broad Agency Announcement 07-029 [76].
3.2.2 Commercial Prime Mover Representation
As elaborated earlier in this section a single large, low-speed propulsion diesel
engine (PDE) represents the dominant technology with regard to commercial ship
propulsion prime mover arrangements. A large container ship is used as the basis for
simulation, representing the current trend in ship orders [41, 50]. For these vessels
of around 6000 TEU capacity, a range of 60-70 MW is a typical engine size. The
specific model used in this analysis is the modern Wartsila-Sulzer 12RTA96C, the
largest and most efficient series of diesels to date, with the unit implemented here
rated for 65,880 kW at 100 rpm. Fuel consumption for this motor was extrapolated
from limited manufacturer data using the ’Mossel’ computer program [41]. The result
is a polynomial fit, similar to that used to represent the Rolls-Royce MT30. The
formulation is shown in Equation 3.2, where the definitions of rp and rn remain the
same as used in Equation 3.1 and are nondimensionalized with the output is in units
of fuel flow (unit of fuel mass per time). Shaft speed is assumed to increase linearly
to 100 RPM, as is shown in data regarding the DDG-51. The constants representing
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the Sulzer engine can be found in Table 3.2.
FCX = FCMCR × (C1 + C2× rp + C3× r2p)× (C4 + C5× rn + C6× r2n) (3.2)
This same model was used to calculate auxiliary engine fuel consumption rates
as well. In commercial applications these units consist primarily of diesel generators
(DGs) for the same reasons as propulsion engines - minimal fuel cost. This evaluation
uses 4 × 3600 kWe MaK M32 units. Table 3.3 shows the parameters for this unit as
used in Equation 3.2 [41].
In addition to fuel consumption rates, in-port emissions have been idenfied
as a key performance metric for commercial operations. Quantifying and reducing
these pollution rates is a primary objective of this analysis. Transient impacts of load
variation in combustion units are not well represented in the literature in terms of
emissions data. However, ship loads are not characterized by the same rapid cycling
as terrestrial loads and thus are more accurately represented by steady state behavior,
as is done in calculating fuel consumtpion rates here. Thus, emissions rates can be be












Table 3.2: Constant values used in the polynomial for the Sulzer 12RTA96C provide













Table 3.3: Constant values used in the polynomial for the commercial ship auxiliary
power MaK M32 DG fuel consumption calculations [41].
calculation, namely as a function of engine loading [41,78]. Emissions rates based on
a low speed PDE and medium speed DG are shown in Table 3.4.
In addition to these emission factors, release rates for some key diesel emissions
increases significantly under low load conditions. These increases are represented as
a multiplying factor applied to the rate shown in Table 3.4. Figure 3.4 shows these
multipliers for the emissions which are most affected at low load factors [78]. For
the cases which required analysis of load factors below this data set, the results were
linearly extrapolated.
Emissions Rates, g/kWh
NOX CO SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2
Sulzer PDE 17.0 1.4 11.5 1.3 1.0 620
MaK DG 13.0 1.1 11.5 1.3 1.0 683
Table 3.4: Emissions are calculated based rates typical of each engine’s class and
speed rating [78].
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Figure 3.4: The increase in emissions rates for diesels at low load factors is accounted
for by multipliers to the quantities shown in Table 3.4 [78].
3.2.3 Electric Machines
The utilization of various forms of electric drives for propulsion is the central
concept to the majority of these investigations. Numerous studies have been pro-
duced from the electric ship research project and elseswhere that evaluate dynamic
modeling of these systems. However, these approaches are not particularly useful for
calculating power losses or conversion efficiencies; and instead tend to rely on pub-
lished conversion efficiencies to tweak and validate models [24]. As with gas turbine
models, it is instead preferred to have the most accurate representation of conversion
efficiency, particularly as it varies for partial load factors. As discussed in Chapter
2, after an attempt to develop a single AC synchronous permanent magnet motor
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Figure 3.5: Test data from the final stage of NAVSEA evaluation of the Converteam
advanced induction motor and drive shows each unit’s efficiently [79].
(PMM) powerful enough to operate a DDG-1000 shaft on its own, engineers were
forced to revert back to an existing Converteam induction motor design (used on
the UK Royal Navy’s Type 45). Induction motors represent robust, reliable, well-
understood performers. Converteam is the supplier of these motors as well as the
electric drive systems for the US Navy T-AKE and LHD-8 [22]. The specific ad-
vanced induction motor used is rated for 18,250 kW at 127 rpm. This is mated to
the Converteam VDM25000 AIM Propulsion Drive, representing the power density
of the most modern naval applications of power electronics [22]. Test data for both
of these units was released by NAVSEA during the final phase of testing. Of partic-
ular interest here are the results regarding conversion efficiencies for both the motor
and power converter. These data are shown in Figure 3.5 [79]. Of particular note,
converter efficiency is significantly less than that of the motor, illustrating the im-
portance of including these high power switching losses. It is advantageous that such
data is available for a matched motor and drive system, especially for such a modern
system. As shown, efficiency is expressed as a function of output power, which is a
percentage of rated power. Thus, this data is fitted to and utilized for any future EM
designs derived which call for different power ratings.
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The study also evaluates the performance of an all-electric IPS system, thus
necessitating a significantly larger motor design capable of meeting all single shaft
propulsion demands. A tandem Converteam configuration could be used as in the
DDG-1000; however neither the relevant circuitry nor control strategy is well under-
stood in terms of how loading is to be divided between the 4 motors. Additionally,
data has been released by NAVSEA regarding their preferred method for efficiency
calcualtion for such drive systems, providing data regarding efficiency of the next
generation PMM [74]. This data is provided in terms of efficiency as a function of
ship speed, and is shown in Figure 3.6. This chart also plots the efficiency of several
standard distributions as it would apply to the drastic cubic profile faced by ship
propulsion systems, two taken from the references corresponding to the names shown
and another based on the generator used with the LM6000 in the APPS software.
Each of these models reaches its minimum efficiency just below 10 knots, where DDG-
51 power demand levels off to just below 400 kW (causing the low load flat-lininig seen
in Figure 3.6). Thus we see that the efficiency data used as suggested by NAVSEA
represents a very liberal approximation of electric drive motor efficiency.
3.3 Alternative Energy Utilization
Renewable energy sources present additional opportunity for power generation
on board ships. Ships have operated solely through the use of sails for decades before
fossil fuel driven systems took over for propulsion. In addition to this abundant wind
resource, solar irradiation presents a widely available source of energy on the open
sea. The potential for each of these free resources to produce usable power for ship
energy demands is evaluated based on simulations which utilize actual oceanic data
representing the variability inherent to these natural resources.
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Figure 3.6: Data provided by NAVSEA suggests much higher part load efficiencies
than several conventional motor designs [24, 73,74,79].
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3.3.1 Solar Energy Technology Representation
Solar power generation potential is driven by conversion efficiency and incom-
ing light irradiation. Photovoltaic cell efficiencies for existing technologies continue
to increase while new technologies are also developed. Thin-film cells have proven
to be cost effective enough to be competitive in the market, while crystalline sili-
con cells represent a leading competitive technology. Based on technological surveys
performed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), bench-top labo-
ratory tests of solar cells have yielded efficiencies of up to 20.4%, as shown in Figure
3.7. Representing the more efficient yet more expensive technology, market-ready
multicrystalline cells have proven to be able to achieve efficiencies almost up to this
same level of performance. Thus, as a liberal estimate, a cell conversion efficiency of
20.4% is assumed for this analysis.
The other key factor in representing solar power generation potential is the
amount of solar energy available to the photovoltaic cells. The National Data Buoy
Center (NDBC), run by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
currently has over 1,000 buoy stations deployed at sea, collecting temperature, wave,
wind as well as solar data. The data used to evaluate solar power performance was
collected from Station 41001, located in the Atlantic Ocean 150 nautical miles East
of Cape Hatteras [80]. Data was collected with a LI-COR LI-200 pyranometer sensor.
In order to take seasonal variation into consideration, the full year of data was evalu-
ated from 2008. To illustrate peak values and seasonal variation, this full set is shown
in Figure 3.8. Again, in an effort to produce liberal estimates of power generation





















































































































Figure 3.8: Solar irradiance data collected by the NDBC for 2008 shows peaks and
seasonal variation.
3.3.2 Modern Sail System Technologies
The history of oceanic transportation is one of sail propulsion systems. How-
ever, modern technological developments have produced systems capable of much
higher performance than the fabric sails of the past. These technologies include the
rigid wing sail, the Flettner rotor, and the high altitude kite. Models representing
each of these technologies are developed for comparative purposes. The models are
used to evaluate the capability for each to generate useful propulsion forces in real
world oceanic wind conditions of varying speed and direction.
3.3.2.1 Rigid Wing Sail
The modern rigid wing sail operates in the same manner as an airplane wing.
Commonly referred to as an airfoil, these devices produce both lift and drag as air
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Figure 3.9: A depiction of a symmetric profile rigid wing sale with tapering chord
length and trailing edge flap [66].
flows over them. The quantities of lift or drag produced depend on the angle of the
airfoil relative to the incoming flow vector. The main difference in selecting a sail
geometry for this application relative to that of an airplane is the the need to react
to incoming wind on both sides of the airfoil for 360◦ operation. This functionality
requires a symmetric airfoil profile. A general depiction of such a device is shown in
Figure 3.9.
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) defines the stan-
dards for airfoil design selection, and their 4-digit profiles are the series of particular
interest in this application. These airfoils are defined by 4 single digits, which correlate
to values in a standardized shape formula where the first two digits represent curva-
ture - thus being zero for the symmetrical profiles utilized here. The last two digits
then represent the thickness of the airfoil as a percentage of its chord (total length),
such that 0015 would represent a symmetrical profile with the maximum thickness
being 15% of the total chord length. An increased thickness produces greater drag,
however, it creates more robust response to variations in the angle of incoming wind
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Figure 3.10: NACA symmetrical profiles are shown to produce a maximum lift capa-
bility with a thickness that is 18% relative to the length of the aerofoil [65].
- termed incidence angle. Figure 3.10 shows the maximum lift coefficient that can
be generated by a airfoil profile as a function of its thickness. The result is a peak
at around 18%, indicating NACA 0018 profile [65]. Studies have also shown that
this shape provides a good compromise for fitting the amount of internal structure
necessary inside the foil, and thus this is the profile selected for analysis [65,69].
Changing the angle of the wing relative to incoming airflow produces different
values of lift and drag on the airfoil. A plot of the lift and drag coefficients produced
by these incidence angle variations for the NACA 0018 profile is shown in Figure
3.11. However, this data also represents a trailing edge flap, as shown in Figure 3.9.
High-lift devices such as this addition are shown to increase lift generation by up
to 20%. The design specifically used here hinges the rear 30% of chord length as a
plain flap with a sealed gap and maximum deflection angle of positive or negative
30◦. An additional factor to consider is the sail’s aspect ratio - height divided by the
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Figure 3.11: Variation of the rigid wing’s incidence angle produces different combina-
tions of lift and drag, as shown here for the NACA 0018 profile used for analysis [69].
chord length. The aspect ratio predominantly affects the rate of change of lift and
drag as a function of angle of attack. High aspect ratios and large sail areas generate
maximum forces, although this also produces high levels of pressure drag. This means
that ships sailing off-wind or in low speed conditions benefit from lower aspect ratios
and lower sail areas. However, as the aspect ratio decreases towards unity, viscous
effects (vortex shedding at airfoil tips) dominate and reduce efficiency. The aspect
ratio used here of 5 produces a good balance of all-around performance in varying
wind conditions as well as good structural strength [69].
The intention of this analysis is to evaluate the potential to use the lift forces
generated by this sail design for ship propulsion. Thus, the lift and drag coefficients
shown in Figure 3.11 must be resolved to produce a maximum force in the forward
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Figure 3.12: Incidence angle, α, determines lift and drag force coefficients, while the
apparent wind angle θ resolves these values into a forward propulsion coefficient [61].
direction of the ship. Figure 3.12 shows how these forces combine to produce a forward
propulsion coefficient, CX . The symbol θ represents the angular difference between
ship heading and apparent wind direction, this value determines the orientation of
the sail’s lift and drag forces. The angle α represents the sail orientation, in degrees,
with respect to the incidental wind trajectory. Referred to as the incidence angle,
this determines the values of the lift and drag coefficients that are generated by the
sail, as implied in Figure 3.11.
As shown in Figure 3.12, the apparent wind vector (magnitude and direction,
θ) is a function of true wind direction and speed, as well as ship direction and speed.
Equation 3.3 represents how the values of CL and CD resolve mathematically into the
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forward propulsion coefficient CX .
CX = CLsinθ − CDcosθ (3.3)
Based on this equation, for a given direction of wind, and a given ship direction,
an optimal sail angle α can be calculated which will produce a maximum forward
propulsion coefficient. The lateral force produced from the CY coefficient will also
have effects such as heeling (rolling) and leeway (lateral acceleration). These adverse
affects are imperative in lightweight, high speed sail boats; however for the large hulls
analyzed here and relatively small fraction of wind forces, these effects have proven
to be negligible [67, 68]. Taking these lateral forces into account frequently results



















Figure 3.13: Maximum forward propulsion coefficients are calculated for the entire
range of potential wind angles relative to ship heading (θ).
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in analysis of sail operation to produce a maximum ratio of lift over drag, whereas
this application can instead operate on the basis of maximum forward force, or CX ,
with minimal regard for lateral forces. The result of this optimization is shown in
Figure 3.13. In this representation an angle of 0◦ indicates an apparent wind velocity
parallel to ship heading but in the opposite direction. Thus, 180◦ represents wind
coming from behind the ship, and the discontinous region of CX is the result of a
transition from lift to a utilization of maximum drag generation to ’push’ the ship
sail. Based on this CX value, force is calculated as with any lift or drag force as
shown in Equation 3.4 where A represents the frontal area, ρair is the density of air
and V is the pertinent wind speed velocity. This forward facing propulsion force is
then multiplied by the ship velocity to calculate the quantity of propulsion power
generated from the sail device. It is assumed that this represents a direct reduction
in engine load. This means driveline losses are assumed to be negligible such that the
power required by the propulsion engine is reduced by the amount of power generated






3.3.2.2 Fletter Rotor Sail Devices
A Flettner rotor is a sail device that produces lift by spinning a cylinder in an
airstream, making use of the Magnus effect. Illustrated in Figure 3.14, the Magnus
effect describes the fact that when an object spins about an axis perpendicular to an
incoming fluid flow, a region of low pressure is formed where the object surface velocity
is in the same direction as the flow and a region of high pressure is created where the
surface velocity is in the opposite direction of airflow. A lifting force is then exerted
on the object towards the low pressure region. This is the same phenomenon behind
the motion of a curve ball. The series of Figures illustrate that the effect increases
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as cylinder surface velocity (v) increases relative to flow velocity (V ). Taking the 2
dimensional sketches in Figure 3.14 as the cross section of a cylinder which spins, as
employed in Figure 3.15, illustrates how this concept can be used as a sail device that
produces lift to propel a ship.
Calculating the magnitude of the force created by the Magnus effect proves
considerably more difficult. A complete analytical representation of the concept is a
problem which continues to be of interest, and development of a closed form solution
is still an unsolved problem within the field of fluid mechanics [81]. The textbook
representation of the problem consists of the Kutta-Joukowski theorem of lift [62],
which utilizes a generalized representation of circulation, commonly symbolized as
Γ. This method of quantification produces an analytical approximation of lift, which





This equation represents the dimensionless lift coefficient, CL, as a function of
the primary operational criterion with respect to operation of a Flettner rotor veloc-
ity ratio [62]. As described in Figure 3.16, velocity ratio is the dimensionless ratio of
tangential velocity of the cylinder surface (v) divided by the free stream velocity (V).
As this ratio increases, the lift generated by the Magnus Effect increases, as shown
in Figure 3.16, where curve (A) illustrates the lift calculated by Equation 3.5. This
linear oversimplification represents what would be the lift produced by a cylinder ro-
tating in an ideal fluid, which is shown to be significantly higher than values obtained
in practical experimentation. Thus, this value is of little specific use; however, lines
(B) and (C) represent 25% and 50% of this approximation, respectively, and it can
be seen that the majority of experimental values, (E)-(I), commonly lie within this
range. Thus, the envelope created from the Kutta-Joukowski theorem produces a de-
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(a) vV = 0
(b) vV = 1
(c) vV = 2
Figure 3.14: The Magnus Effect describes the lift produced on an object spinning in
a flow field in the direction of the surface of the cylinder traveling parallel to flow
velocity [62].
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Figure 3.15: A Flettner rotor uses the Magnus Effect on a cylindrical device to produce
large lifting forces.
sign tool, which can be useful in early developmental stages [62]. In addition to these
inaccuracies, existing analytical representations provide no concession for quantify-
ing drag produced, which must be resolved experimentally. Thus, this experimental
directive embodies the most reliable methodology that currently exists for approxi-
mating the lift and drag generated by the Magnus effect [62,63,65–67,69,70]. Hence
this analysis will utilize existing tabulated lift and drag data to calculate propulsion
forces from the Flettner rotor.
Each of the data sets shown in Figure 3.16 represents a structural variation
- in aspect ratio, inclusion of end plates, different Reynold’s numbers, etc. The
details regarding each of these variations is shown in Table 3.5. These charts serve to
illustrate many of the key factors involved in Flettner rotor design. One of the most
important factors is the concept of aspect ratio. This is the ratio of rotor height to
rotor diameter. Testing variations in aspect ratio requires construction of an entirely
new test apparatus, and as such only limited comparison data has been published.







A Infinite None Infinite
B Infinite None Infinite
C Infinite None Infinite
E 6.2 1.58 4.5×105
F 13.3 None 3.3-11.6×10
G 4.7 1.7 5.2×104
H 4.7 None 5.2×104
I 4.0 2 11.15×104
L Infinite None 3.5×104
Table 3.5: Geometric specifications for the Flettner rotor lift data sets shown in
Figure 3.16 [62].
higher aspect ratio produces higher lift given all other criteria the same, and that
it significantly reduces drag [62, 65], although these factors must be considered in
conjunction with structural requirements. Few explicit rules of thumb exist, but an
optimum value of 6 has been proposed [62], while it has been concluded that ratios
below 4 are unfavorable [67].
Data sets (G) and (H) represent identical configurations with the exception
that (G) has been fitted with end plates. Use of these devices typically accompanies
Fletter rotor installations, as shown in Figure 3.15, consisting of flat discs of diameter
slightly larger than the cylinder itself on the end of the rotor. These components
detrimentally increase the amount of torque required to spin the rotor as their diam-
eter increases, with a suggested practical range of 1.5 to 2 times the base cylinder
diameters. These effects have been studied in significant detail, with some studies
showing that there is potential benefit of lift increase by introducing additional discs
equally spaced along the cylinder, although practical utilization has yet to prove this
benefit and there is likely a very large increase in driving torque demand.
Much of the analytical literature investigating Flettner rotors or the Magnus
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Figure 3.16: Experimental data sets show variation in the lift coefficient generated
by different rotor geometries as a function of velocity ratio [62].
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effect consists of only lift data, or data in the form of CL/CD with no representa-
tion of the relative velocity ratios. Figure 3.17 represents the relatively small subset
of existing data that does include drag measurement. The dynamic analysis under-
taken here requires both lift and drag data as a function of velocity ratio. Thus, in
conjunction with determining favorable geometry characteristics, our ultimate design
selection must be one of the designs represented in Figure 3.17, such that sufficient
experimental data is available.
Flettner rotor sail designs also provide significant benefit in the form of safety
during dangerous storm or high-speed wind conditions [62, 65]. This benefit of the
Flettner rotor lies in the behavior at velocity ratios around 1, when cylinder surface
velocity is equivalent to the airflow. At this point the drag coefficient, as shown in
Figure 3.17, drops below levels experienced at stand still. Known as the Barkley
phenomenon, it gives the Flettner rotor tremendous safety advantage because the
Flettner rotor is able to reduce its presence to below that of a full rigged vessel
operating with bare poles [62, 65]. It is also important to note that it is only within
this range of velocity ratio (less than unity), that lift forces are shown to vary as a
function of Reynolds number. This observation means that only here does the lift
force depend on absolute speed in addition to speed ratio. Thus, theoretically some
limit should exist, but within the range studied here Reynolds number is assumed to
be irrelevant [82].
These assessments of favorable aspects of geometric design substantiate the
superiority of the rotors represented in data sets (E) and (I). Designs (E) and (I)
both incorporate end plates (of 1.58 and 2 times the cylinder diameter, respectively).
Configuration (E) provides enhanced performance as shown by its higher lift coeffi-
cients (at the cost of increased drag) due to its higher aspect ratio. For this study
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Figure 3.17: Data regarding drag coefficients resulting from Flettner rotor operations
corresponding to those shown in Figure 3.16 [62].
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the data set represented in (I) will be utilized because it contains a full set of data
through low velocity ratios.
Exactly the same as was done in the rigid wing sail analysis, the lift and drag
coefficient values of the selected design are optimized based on incoming wind angle
to calculate a maximum forward propulsion coefficient, CX , just as shown in Figure
3.12. These values are plotted for the Flettner rotor in Figure 3.18. The resultant
coefficient values for the Flettner rotor peak just below 15, almost a full order of
magnitude greater than the maximum values achieved by the rigid wing sail design,
which peaks at around 2. It should be noted that these values simply reflect the lift
and drag coefficients, and thus do not take into account actual size of either of the
sails at this point.
Although the Flettner rotor demonstrates vastly superior propulsion coeffi-
cient values, this system also requires input power to drive its rotation. Of final
consideration with regard to the Flettner rotor modeling and analysis is the need to
approximate this required input torque. Not only is it clear that energy would be
required for rotation, but if the system is to operate at a variable speed in response to
wind velocity fluctuation a significant amount of energy must be put into accelerating
and decelerating this system. Only a few investigations have ventured to include ana-
lytical representation of this factor and all of these methods are derived from surface
friction approximations [63]. The most practical evaluation is based on an evaluation





Where crot is the velocity ratio, LRe is the characteristic length (circumference of
the rotor), µ is the dynamic viscosity of air, ρair is the density of air, and Vair is
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Figure 3.18: Maximum forward propulsion coefficient values are derived and plotted
for the Flettner rotor, exactly as done for the rigid wing sail.
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from Ar, the surface area of the rotor, and Urot, the surface velocity of the rotor.
From this Ff value, torque can be calculated by multiplying Ff by radius, or power
can be calculated by multiplying Ff by cylinder rotational velocity. In addition to
this analytical method, some studies simply consider input power to be a percentage
of generated power. The most explicit representation and evaluation of drive power
requirements reports model-calculated results of 50-66% fuel savings from integrating
the Flettner sail system. The corresponding experimental results revealed 20% savings
when fuel used to drive the motor was accounted for, concluding that 30-46% of the
fuel saved by the wind-assist system was used to drive the rotor. Due to the inherently
large uncertainties regarding analysis of rotor drive power requirements, combined
with the importance of this concept with regard to overall performance, each of these
evaluation methods is assessed in the final analysis.
3.3.2.3 SkySails High Altitude Kite
Of the sail technologies represented thus far, the high altitude kite has seen
the largest amount of attention within the marine transportation community, partic-
ularly for the large commercial vessels emphasized here. As such, it is also the only
one to have a brand-name and copyright associated with the technology - SkySails.
However, representing the useful force generating capabilities of these units is not
straightforward because the sails do not remain stationary, but rather travel in set
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Figure 3.19: Skysail’s high altitude kite utilizes its lift generating capability by staying
in motion in automatically controlled flight patterns.
patterns. As shown in Figure 3.19, the kite follows a figure-8 trajectory. This is
because the kite has a profile similar to an airfoil which is capable of producing lift,
thus, as the kite follows this pattern, additional forces are generated. This operation
is simplified somewhat by the assumption that the kite follows this path at a speed,
termed dynamic wind speed, VA,dyn, that is twice the apparent wind speed, VA [63,83].
Apparent wind speed and direction are calculated as shown previously for the
sail and Flettner rotor in Figure 3.12. However, a primary advantage of the kite
systems is their high altitude operation, where wind speeds are significantly greater.
This increased wind speed at elevation hoperation is calculated using the the Prandtl








and Vt is the initial wind speed measured at a height hinitial. From this it is assumed
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55.7 11.1 5 200 1 5
Table 3.6: Geometric specifications based on one of Skysails standard high-altitude
kite used in analysis [63].
that the kite operates at a constant height of 200 m [83], and that the wind speeds
used in analyzing the rotor and sail systems are increased as indicated in Equation 3.9.
In addition to these windspeed considerations, the kite system must be deployed and
retracted, and in the meantime must have sufficient windspeed to operate safely. This
range of windspeed for viable sail operation is defined as 4-19 m/s [63, 83]. Related
to this is the requirement that the sail maintain a certain height. This requirement
formulates as the stipulation that the sail’s tow rope is assumed to have a constant
angle of 35◦ relative to the water surface [63]. Other relevant parameters for defining
the kite sail’s geometry and performance are shown in Table 3.6.
Apparent wind velocity and the forward propulsion coefficeint are still derived
using the same concept as shown in Figure 3.12. However, the kite’s movement
and orientation require more involved representation of lift and drag forces. These
forces are evaluated as follows using the geometric definitions shown in Figure 3.20.
The kite’s true three-dimensional coefficient of lift is based on the two-dimensional
coefficient, Cl, but also requires taking into account turbulence produced at the sail’s







where we assume a value of 0.95 for the span efficiency factor, e. Area for use in
calculating the resulting lift force is derived from the aspect ratio and span.
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Figure 3.20: Although apparent wind angle still largely produces forces in the same
directions as with the sail and rotor, representing the kite’s path and position requires










+ Cd + CD0 , (3.12)
where Cd is the two dimensional drag coefficient and CD0 is the drag from external
hardware such as tie lines. As shown in Table 3.6, glide ratio (CL/CD) is defined
as 5. This value is used along with Equation 3.10 to determine the combined CD0
and Cd and thus, CD. Representing the supplemental lift generated by the kite’s
additional path velocity is vital to accurately modeling its performance capability.













The coefficient a modulates the sinusoidal variation within a given heeling angle, thus
further representing the effects of the kite’s path. In order to allow long time-scale
evaluation the effect was analyzed and a value of 0.57 was found to represent average
rectified velocity, as illustrated in Figure 3.21. This graph is shown for exemplary
purposes, based on assumed constant wind conditions. For force resolution purposes,
the value of β was assumed to be a fixed 5◦ relative to its range of 10◦ to -10◦ [63].
Equation 3.13 primarily represents the effect of heeling (variation in β), how-
ever the actual speed of the kite is assumed to be maintained as twice that of the
true wind velocity [63,83]
VAdyn = 2VT (3.14)
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Figure 3.21: A value of 0.57 was calculated to represent average relative speed across
the kite’s variable path.






+ V 2Adyn (3.15)
This value VAkite is the velocity used in deriving the lift force from CL. This is then
modified by the tow angle τ such that
Lkite = Lcos(τ) (3.16)
The drag is not affected by tow angle but rather the heeling, β, such that
Dkite = Dcos(β) (3.17)
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Figure 3.22: The primary limitations of the kite are its operational limitations, re-
quiring relative wind angles as shown here and wind velocites of 4-19 m/s.
and the drag force D is calculated using CD and velocity V˜A. The drag produced by
the kite is perpendicular to its towing force on the ship and thus has no effect besides
slowing the sail. Lastly, when the wind direction is fully parallel to the ship heading,
it creates a force that is a combination of the lift generated by dynamic movement
as well as drag, calculated as a flat plate using coefficient Cdplate = 1.18. Although
this drag produces beneficial operation downwind, the kite is unable to produce any
useful force for a much larger range of angles compared to the rotor and wing-sail
devices. These upwind operation limits are shown in Figure 3.22.
As illustrated in the calculations above, the kite’s force generation capabilities
depend more heavily on the wind functions than any potential for high lift generation.
Thus, a plot of forward propulsion coefficient relative to apparent wind angle does not
represent the kite’s performance as it does with the sail and rotor (Figures 3.13 and
3.18). However, assuming a set of wind conditions allows depiction of performance
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Downwind Drag + Lift
Figure 3.23: Kite operation is characterized by lift generated by the dynamic move-
ment but also utilizes drag forces when operating downwind.
relative to incoming wind angle. An assumed true wind speed of 10 m/s and 12
m/s for apparent wind speed produce the forces illustrated in Figure 3.23. These
results show the substantial benefit of the system operating downwind, where drag is
utilized along with the dynamic pattern lift generation. Thus, for a given apparent
wind angle, the kite operates by producing lift or by drag, whichever produces more
favorable behavior. It should also be noted that this Figure does not take into account
the fact that below 50◦ a kite can theoretically produce lift, but wind vectors are such
that it cannot keep itself in the air.
3.3.3 Wind Profile Definition
The above models of sail systems are developed to emphasize both wind speed
magnitude and direction such that they can be compared on the basis of the amount
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of useful propulsion force each generates in an actual wind profile. The data used
to compare each of these was collected from the same buoy indicated for the solar
power system, Station 41001, 150 nautical miles East of Cape Hatteras in the Atlantic
Ocean [84]. This location represents a point far enough into the ocean to represent
true oceanic wind current dynamic variations, but close enough in to be a buoy
which reports data every 10 minutes. Although this ’continuous’ data is limit to
a period of 11 days, this was compared to yearlong wind characteristics and there
was no significant change in peaks or distribution. The angles indicate the direction
the wind is coming from in degrees clockwise from true North. This data set was
specifically chosen because it is located in such a point that the wind maintains a
fairly constant profile, with the majority of its direction blowing directly towards due
North. This produces a normalized assessment of the sail devices that also allows
useful results because variation in ship heading can also be directly studied. This
directional distribution is illustrated in Figure 3.24, while Figure 3.25 shows the even
distribution of different wind speeds. The data are also plotted as time series, as
shown in Figures 3.26 and Figures 3.27
3.4 Operational Analyses
Similar to the concept of sail device analysis using a real world wind profile,
operational variations play a fundamental role in defining an ideal powertrain solu-
tion. ”Operability is a key strand and must be understood at the earliest point in the
design process,” rather than ”come out in the wash” [85]. This statement is both a
testament to the approach taken in this analysis as well as a petition to Naval officers;
employed here to encourage the discussion necessary to better represent their views
on desirable ship behaviors and capabilities. Although understandably unavailable
due to its classified nature, this type of information is still largely unavailable to insti-
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Figure 3.24: A histogram of the directionality of the wind data shows significant
flow in all directions around a single direction which can be used to clearly evaluate
technology performance with regard to ship heading [84].















Figure 3.25: The wind speed histogram of the data set used shows a very even
distribution with a few characteristic peaks [84].
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Figure 3.26: Plotting the wind data’s directional variation illustrates the dominating
180◦ direction as well as even distribution [84].














Figure 3.27: A time plot of wind speed illustrates the even distribution and shows
little radical variation [84].
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tutions with Distribution D privileges. This limited understanding greatly hampers
the ability for creative minds and institutions to lend insight into what are perhaps
the most fundamental problems facing ship design. This aspect of ship powertrain
development is equally critical in commercial vessel analysis of this nature, although
much simpler and accessible.
A ship’s operational profile describes the loads power systems must provide,
how they are to provide them, and the relative amount of time spent in each situation,
indicating importance and allowing for net fuel consumption assessment. Although
this research analyzes opportunities to integrate propulsion and auxiliary power sys-
tems for increased efficiency, there still remains a distinctive separation in the nature
of the two loads. Both naval and commercial propulsion loads vary drastically de-
pending on ship speed; and powertrains must be capable of peak requirements, while
also spending substantial amounts of time at low speeds. For naval vessels, this low
speed operation must sometimes be achieved with specific amounts of power online.
Auxiliary loads, however, are relatively constant for both navy and commercial ves-
sels. The following will review ship propulsion demands for the class of ship studied
in each of these applications as well as the relavant use profiles.
3.4.1 DDG-51 Load Profile
The intention of the navy-related research is to consider propulsion system
alternatives that are viable for fitting into the DDG-51 hull spacing. As such, propul-
sion requirements are specifically defined by the requirements of these legacy vessels
shown in Figure 3.28. These figures also take into account propeller pitch variation,
which will be covered in more detail later, however the important factor is power,
which is relatively fixed for a given ship speed.
Defining typical ship operating speeds is the next step in representing propul-
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Figure 3.28: Data collected from a full-scale sea trial on board the DDG-51 shows
the most relevant propulsion system requirements [17].
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sion system operation, illustrated by a speed profile distribution. Shown in Figure
3.29a, this duty cycle presents a cumulative average of the percentage of total oper-
ating time spent at a given speed over a designated amount of time. However, the
ship powertrain is capable of providing these propulsion power demands at a given
speed, based on the demand shown in Figure 3.28, by multiple combinations of its
prime movers. Thus, a CONOPS (Concept of Operations) is necessary to define how
these demands are met by which configurations, and how often, as shown in Figure
3.29b. Figure 3.29 is reproduced in Appendix A for greater resolution along with
additional operational profile data used in naval analysis. From Figure 3.29b we can
see three fundamental modes of operation - Trail shaft, split plant and full power
or (full plant). Trail shaft is the most economical mode of transportation for the
DDG-51, where only one PGT operates, driving one propeller. The other propeller is
instead left to free-wheel. The split plant mode is defined by one PGT on each shaft
in operation, representing an intermediate mode of transit. Full plant, as implied,
consists of all units in the propulsion power plant online. As seen in Figure 3.29b, for
a naval warship, many situational conditions require the ship to be in this mode of
operation, even when travelling at low speeds which could easily be propelled by lower
power modes. This necessity has a significant negative impact on fuel consumption,
but also represents a primary requirement of powertrain functionality. These aspects
of operation will be discussed in greater detail as they are analyzed in the subsequent
chapter.
In addition to propulsion loads, ship generators must provide electric power
for service loads, including communication and weapons systems as well as hotel loads
such as lighting. For the standard DDG-51, this is taken as a steady average of 2,525
kW [76]. Reports have shown that this value peaks during mission or warfighting




Figure 3.29: A speed profile (a) and operational mode distribution (b) define a ship’s
mission profile [32].
[74]. However, operations under mission scenarios are likely to have all units online
regardless, and the attempt here is to quantify long term fuel consumption trends;
thus the 2,525 kW figure represents the desireable function. As this propulsion system
is intended as much as possible to be appropriate for next generation ships and their
warfighting systems, it must also provide for the additional electric power loads desired
for integration. Two such systems are specifically anticipated - the advanced Laser
Weapon System (LaWS) as well as the Air and Missile Defense Radar (AMDR).
These units require 100 kW and 2,500 kW, respectively, [7] and thus bring the total
assumed load to 5,125 kW. These same reports state that electric power must be
provided by 2 GTG units at all times, therefore an assumed operational aspect of the
next generation system as well [74, 76].
3.4.2 Commercial Load and Operational Profiles
Propulsion requirements for the container ship investigated are based on a non-
dimensional brake power coefficient, CBP . This value is a speed-dependent function
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Figure 3.30: Data for the brake power coefficient represents a 6690 TEU container
ship of 111,825 tons of displacement in a sea margin of 20% [41].
which takes into account the extremely nonlinear interactions affecting propulsion
power requirements, such as hull drag, sea state, wake formation and propeller effi-
ciency. In this sense it resembles a vairable drag coefficient, with required propulsion





where ρ is the density of water, ∆ is displacement (in terms of mass, representing
buoyancy), and vs is ship speed [41]. Shown in Figure 3.30, the data for CBP is
derived from a 6690 TEU container ship of 111,825 tons of displacement. This vessel
is specifically modeled after the P & O Nedlloyd Southampton, although the definition
is typical of many operating along the East trade lines. It is assumed to operate in a
20% sea-margin (representing the oceanic weather conditions), which yields a service
speed of 22.1 kts at 90% Max Continuous Rating (MCR) for the Sulzer 12RTA96C
PDE defined previously with the power take off (PTO) system in operation. The
PTO system analyzed here has a capacity of 3.6 MW to allow for direct comparisons
with DG systems. This system operates simply by placing an additional 3.6 MW
load on the PDE which produces electric power for ship service loads. Efficiencies
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Figure 3.31: Propulsion power requirements for the 6690 TEU container ship model
used are calculalted from the brake power coefficient.
for this system are assumed to be static and are based on a multi-pole permanent
magnet synchronous machine with motor efficiency of 95.2% and generating efficiency
of 97.5% [56].
As with navy vessel propulsion load modeling, an operational profile must be
defined to describe variations in operating speeds. However, the load profile for an
ocean-going merchant ship is much more straightforward than that of a navy vessel.
The vast majority of such a ship’s operating time is spent at relatively constant
speed at sea, referred to as ’cruise’ speeds. Beyond this, a ship has specific speed
requirements it must adhere to when approaching a port. Although these low speed
transits represent a small percentage of total operating hours, emissions from these
in-port operations face continually rising scrutiny and regulation, and thus are of
chief importance with regard to this evaluation. Figure 3.32 illustrates the speed
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Figure 3.32: Vessel speeds for ships entering the port of Houston illustrate regulation
and explicit low speed requirements [78].
zones for vessels approaching the Port of Houston [78]: as a vessel enters from the
South-East, it must slow to 9.5-12.5 kts. As it approaches further, speed is reduced to
3-6 kts, as indicated nearer to shore. These values correspond very well with average
port requirements as identified by ICF International, which cites 9-12 kts average
for areas identified as Reduced Speed Zone (RSZ, the region from pilot pick-up to
breakwater), and 3-8 kts when Maneuvering (MAN, the region from breakwater to
berth) [38]. Thus, two dominant intermediate zones of interest are identified, which
comprise two of the specific operational scenarios in a ships load profile. Table 3.7
shows the range of possible speeds for these two modes. Seeking to assess average fuel
consumption rates, the average of these values was used for simulation, as indicated
at the bottom. The two other scenarios are simply cruise (at sea, at design/service
speed) and hotel (the time spent at berth with propulsion engine off). Using these
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Cruise RSZ MAN Hotel
Avg DG Load [38] (%) 13 25 50 17
Avg DG Load [78] (%) 16 (no data) 55 16
Speed [38] (knots) 22.1* 9-12 3-8 0
Speed [78] (knots) 22.1* 9.5-12 3-6 0
DG Load (%) 13 25 50 17
Speed (knots) 22.1 10.75 4.5 0
Table 3.7: Speed and auxiliary load factors define the necessary aspects of a com-
mercial vessel’s operational profile, average values were assumed (* = defined by ship
design).
speed constraints, the propulsion power requirements and propulsion diesel engine
(PDE) fuel consumption can be derived. However, it is also necessary to define DG
(Diesel Generator) loading and fuel consumption.
The quantity of electric power required is dependent on several factors. While
in the Hotel mode, DGs are used to provide power for lighting, HVAC, communi-
cations, computers, cranes, pumps, and reefers (refrigerated containers). In transit
modes these electric power requirements are dominated by thruster load variation
and the number of reefers on board. Maneuvering typically has the highest demand
for DG use as these systems are used to power bow thrusters. Open sea transit fre-
quently has the lowest variation in DG demand, as maneuvering systems are not in
use and electric power requirements are based on the number of reefers, which is con-
stant. Additionally, many ships utilize a PTO system in this mode to produce electric
power and reduce DG loading, as mentioned before. For specification, it is useful to
consider DG systems in terms of the total power available, as well as in terms of av-
erage load percent. Given the fluctuating DG operation characterized by maneuvers
in approaching port, average load percent is the most useful metric for identifying
fuel consumption, as this indicates the average power generated. Table 3.7 presents
data for ships of this class from two sources [38,78]. As shown, the two sources show
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a high degree of correlation. The final values used in the analysis are shown in the
bottom two rows of the table. It was clear that one of these reports [78] used a
single set of DG load factors applied to all classes of ships for each mode, and was
explicit values for each class of ship in each mode. In addition to operating speed
and average DG loading, given the spiking and fluctuation of electric loads such as
thrusters, the fact that a certain amount of power must be available is considered.
The ship specifications indicate that the vessel under consideration keeps all 4 DGs
on when in port [41]. It is further assumed that the load factors must be constant
and equal for all engines in all modes, because load distribution must be constant
between machines to meet electric bus synchronization requirements.
3.5 Summary
The data and formulations in this chapter represent the component models
that are combined in various configurations to construct different ship power system
architectures. The subsequent analysis divulges how total fuel consumption rates are
affected by these different powertrain configurations. Differences in architecture cause
prime movers to be operated in different ways or allow for loads to be shifted between
them. This approach also allows evaluation of the fuel consumption characteristics
that are inherent to various prime mover technologies. Thus, for the navy application,
the analysis evluates the trade-offs between mechanical drive and electrical drive
for propulsion; and compares the traits of gas turbines relative to diesels for power
generation. For commercial ships, the focus becomes an assessment of the potential
to shift loads between the mechanical and electrical systems, as well as to utilize
alternative energy sources. The central concept of both of these applications is a
hybrid architecture which retains and integrates both the mechanical and electrical
systems. Results focus on fuel consumption and are formulated based on whole system
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simulations that evaluate performance over the ship’s required load and operational
profile. Appendix B provides a flowchart explaining the methodology used to combine
these components as well as the relevant Matlab code used for each Navy power system
architecture fuel consumption calculation. This approach, rather than comparisons
based on static ratings of power or fuel consumption, produces results emphasizing
the load variation that characterizes real world performance. The following chapter
presents the full analysis of naval propulsion systems, which focuses on options for
the next generation of DDG-51 Destroyer. Chapter 5 elaborates on the corresponding
analysis performed for a large post-panamax container ship.
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Chapter 4
US Navy Suface Ship Evaluation
This chapter presents the naval portion of the thesis. The analysis focuses
on a navy surface ship platform, specifically the DDG-51 Arleigh Burke-class guided
missile destroyer. First, an account is provided of the relevant aspects for modeling the
performance of the base DDG-51 power system. Then the analysis evaluates aspects
of this propulsion system which are maintained and impact the design and operation
of hybrid powertrain alternatives. Two hybrid powertrains are evaluated, each using
the same fundamental architecture but different sets of prime movers. Performance
is then evaluated with respect to a notional all-electric powertrain that uses the same
basic componentry as the hybrid system for a direct comparison of mechanical and
electrical drive systems. The hybrid and all-electric systems are then evaluated along
with the base DDG-51 powertrain in operational profile simulations to illustrate net
fuel consumption performance. The models developed are then analyzed further to
provide insight into single generator operation concepts.
4.1 Base DDG Powertrain Analysis
For the current DDG-51, maximum sustainable ship speed is taken as 31.4
knots, which corresponds to a maximum propeller shaft speed of 168 rpm [86], from
the Main Reduction Gear (MRG) ratio of 21.1765:1 [87]. Redesign of these MRGs
is typically one of the most burdensome aspects of a powertrain redesign, requiring
extensive shock testing. Thus one of the primary goals of this work was to maintain
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that same mechanical system. This requires propulsion prime movers to be rated for
speeds up to 3600 rpm. The standard DDG-51 has two of these MRGs, each driving
its own propeller shaft and a 17 ft, 5 blade Controllable Pitch Propeller (CPP). Each
MRG which has two mechanical inputs from 25 MW GE LM2500 Propulsion Gas
Turbines (PGTs) coupled through self-synchronizing clutches. The ship’s electrical
service load is powered by 3 Rolls-Royce AG9140 Gas Turbine Generators (GTG),
capable of producing 3,000 kW each.
The fact that PGTs are directly geared to the propeller shaft requires that a
CPP is used, which utilizes a hydraulic system to adjust the pitch of the propeller
blades. This primarily allows the propeller to produce thrust in the reverse direction
since the gas turbines are not able to reverse their direction. Pitch is also reduced
during low speed operation (below 10 knots) such that the propeller spins at a con-
stant speed which corresponds to the minimum or idle speed of the gas turbines. At
10 knots the gas turbine shaft speed is 900 rpm, and below this value the engines
settle into a lower idle speed. This functionality reduces fuel consumption rates,
while propeller pitch is used to control speed [86, 88]. Figure 4.1 illustrates the fuel
consumption characteristics of the DDG powertrain. As ship speed increases, power
demand increases cubically, thus producing much higher fuel consumption rates at
high speeds. The powertrain is capable of switching prime movers off, producing
reduced power modes which reduce fuel consumption. These modes are shown in
Figure 4.1, where fuel consumption is plotted with and without auxiliary GTG con-
sumption rates added on. This illustrates the substantial amount of fuel consumed
by auxiliary GTGs for ship service loads relative to the PGTs. This is partly due to
the standard operation requiring at least 2 units online at all times. This operation
has significant negative impacts on fuel consumption but is necessary to eliminate the
potential for a malfunction to leave a ship dead in the water. Figure 4.1 also shows
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Figure 4.1: Illustrating the fuel consumption behaviors of the base DDG-51 shows
the benefit of idling the PGT as well as the significant impact GTGs have on total
fuel consumption.
the significant impact of slowing the PGTs down to idle speeds at low ship speeds,
where fuel consumption is significantly reduced, as shown in full power mode. This is
a capability enabled by the use of a CPP. These fuel consumption figures are actually
based on the ship service load of 1900 kW, in order to validate the model against
standard data that was released in BAA 07-029 [76]. Validation suggested a total
driveline loss of 91% to match this published data. Accepted MRG efficiency is found
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Figure 4.2: The fundamental COGLAG architecture behind the hybrid electric pow-
ertrain concept.
to be around 97.5% [19,74], thus suggesting that the remaining driveline losses reduce
power another 93.3%, such as bearings and potential sea-state interactions, but also
owing to uncertainty regarding where and how shaft power requirements were mea-
sured. Thus the MRG loss of 97.5% is only applied to mechanical drive systems, while
the additional 93.3% is applied as a final drive efficiency to all DDG-51 powertrains
(including IPS).
4.2 Hybrid Electric Powertrain Concept
As discussed in the previous chapter, the fundamental concept evaluated is
the potential to replace one of the PGTs on each shaft with an electric machine. This
COGLAG architecture is illustrated in Figure 4.2. This objective stems from the
need to make use of as much of the existing hardware as possible for quick and cost-
effective deployment. This motivation primarily means utilizing the current MRG,
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which would allow for maintaining shaft rake and skew. Although the full degree of
redesign necessary for integrating an electric drive unit as an MRG input is difficult
to discern without restricted information, several of the fundamental aspects can
be accounted for. Some works have stated that MRG integration would interfere
with its design and thus necessitate requalification [31]. However, other studies on
the CrossConnect system suggest that there are methods which would allow MRG
integration without disrupting its design [32, 34]. The concept proposed here makes
use of existing shaft input concepts and thus represents a simpler method of electric
drive than would be necessary for the CrossConnect system. The primary concern
is whether gear tooth design could support an increased amount of input power on
one shaft, as this thesis will later propose. However, this issue is similar to the drive
system development which was succesful in reevaluating the LHD-8, where only the
first stage reduction gear casing needed to be modified. This similarly designed LHD-
8 is actually a CODLOG design, unable to use both EM and PGT for propulsion at
the same time [6]. Conversely, it is assumed that the powertrain proposed here remain
a COGLAG, explicitly utilizing current DDG-51 functionality as well as hardware.
Studies have also shown that a comparable COGLOG system would reduce top speed
by 0.5 knots and would require a MRG assembly that would be larger and heavier [36].
It is also observed that if the electric motor could be directly coupled without a clutch,
or use a modified clutch design, it may be able to drive the propeller shaft in reverse.
In following this concept, but depending on gear tooth design, the electric motor
could power the ship in the reverse direction while the existing self synchronizing
clutch used on the PGT would automatically decouple it. This allows for one of
the most commonly cited benefits of electric propulsion, elimination of the CPP. On
a CPP the hub is approximately 30% of the propeller diameter, to allow room for
actuating hydraulics. In contrast, Fixed Pitch Propeller (FPP) hubs are typically only
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20% of the diameter, providing a higher blade surface area, and increased efficiency.
For the dimensions of the DDG propeller, the CPP propeller efficiency is 94.8% of
what it would nominally be for a FPP. Variable speed electric motor operation also
fundamentally eliminates the need for low speed pitch variation, and the inherent
efficiency losses it presents. In addition, the on-board machinery required to power
these systems occupies a very substantial 22.65 m3 [88].
4.2.1 Electric Power Generation System Deisgn
Another primary objective of the powertrain redesign is to augment the amount
of electric power available. Current DDG-51 ship systems consume a steady 2,525 kW
[76], which corresponds to Condition III at 100◦F, based on DDS endurance calcula-
tion standards (NAVSEA, 2011). Condition III is a material condition of readiness
for wartime steaming where approximately half of the ship’s weapons are kept in
a manned and ready status. In addition to this, we supplement the load with the
anticipated next generation warfighting systems of Laser Weapon System (LaWS, re-
quiring 100 kW) and Air and Missile Defense Radar (AMDR, requiring 2.5 MW) [7].
These loads bring the total ship service electrical power demand, as evaluated here, to
5,125 kW. This increase in electrical power loads results in almost twice the original
power demand. This additional demand requires a substantial increase in electric
power capacity. This thesis implements a High Frequency AC (HFAC) distribution
system to allow larger power units and the necessary electrical machinery to fit within
the existing GTG footprint. Such a system reduces the size of requisite generators
by increasing their operating speed and output frequency. A HFAC system is also
the next step in the Navy’s widely published NGIPS master plan (Figure 1.2), and
has been a focus of NAVSEA power generation research and development. In order
to reduce development time, a need to utilize existing prime movers (gas turbine and
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CAT 280 Diesel HFAC RR AG9140 GE LM1600 HFAC
Length (m) 6.9 8.7 9.0
Width (m) 2.2 2.4 2.4
Height (m) 4.2 3.4 2.8
Power (eMW) 4.8 3.0 9.7
Total Power (3x) 14.4 9.0 29.1
Table 4.1: A comparison of generator alternatives shows HFAC systems can produce
much more power in the same footprint as the current AG9140 [89].
diesel combustion units) is recognized. Based on this same stipulation, a recent study
has outlined detailed specs of a set of water-cooled HFAC generator systems [89]. Of
particular interest are the low power units based on the GE LM1600 9.7 MW gas
turbine and 4.8 MW CAT C280-16 Diesel Genset (DG). The study here opts to make
use of the water cooled generator designs, with 4 and 16 poles respectively, produc-
ing synchronous power at 233 Hz. This facilitates the diesel’s standard operation
while requiring the LM1600 to run at a slightly reduced speed of 7,000 rpm. The
volume of these HFAC generators is shown in Table 4.1, where they are compared
to the currently used GTG, a 3 MW Rolls-Royce AG9140 unit. It can be seen that
the HFAC systems produce considerably higher power levels given very comparable
volumes occupied. For reference, the diesel’s standard 60 Hz generator would have
increased total length to 9.31 m. The main disadvantage to the diesel’s sizing is
shown to be its height [36]. Based on nominal information pertaining to the DDG-79
engine room spaces, this height is well within the auxiliary and main engine room
ceilings of 7.11 and 9.91 m. Additionally, the 0.3 m longer size of the LM1600 genset
is considered to be within spec given the engine room lengths of over 14 m [36]. Ships
of the DDG-51 class are fitted with 3 of the AG9140 units, which is thus the number
of auxiliary power units (either DG or GTG) that are to be considered for installation
in the hybrid configuration here. This assumption ensures that the proposed power-
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trains evaluated will fit in the existing hull within the same DDG-51 footprint. In
consideration of maintenance and equal distribution of operating hours is it assumed
that all three auxiliary units must be the same. Thus, based on the units taken into
consideration, we have the option of a total 14.4 MW or 29.1 MW capacity, as shown
in Table 4.1.
4.2.2 Propulsion Gas Turbine Selection
The electric power generation capabilities outlined in Table 4.1 define the
limit for the amount of power available for EM operation. Based on these numbers,
EM power output must necessarily be less than that of a LM2500, and thus the
power output of the PGT used in the hybrid scheme must be increased. Including
driveline and MRG losses, at 31.5 knots, DDG51 experiments showed a mechanical
power input demand of 37.9 MW total per propeller [17]. As discussed in Section
3.2.1, gas turbine output power reduces significantly with higher temperatures and it
is necessary to evaluate under these conditions to ensure adequate performance for
worst-case environments [74]. For instance, based on the GE data sheet, the LM2500
is rated at 25 MW and under Naval conditions (100◦F) max power is roughly 22.9
MW. Thus, to produce 37.9 MW of shaft propulsive power, not including losses,
each propeller wouold require 15 MW of EM assistance to maintain the same top
speed capability. In this fashion, power requirements for the set of potential PGT
candidates outlined in Section 3.2.1 are presented in Table 4.2.
Based on these initial calculations, feasible power units can be selected. The
options for electric power generator sets shown in Table 4.1 indicate the option of
either 14.4 MW or 29.1 MW total capacity. This constraint eliminates the smaller
LM2500 and LM2500+, because they would need more EM propulsion assistance than
can be met by the most powerful 29.1 MW set of LM1600 GTGs. Of the remaining
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LM2500 LM2500+ LM2500+G4 MT30
Max Rating (MW, naval cond) 22.9 25.3 29.5 36
Reqd EM Propulsion (MW) 15.0 12.6 8.4 1.9
Total Reqd Electric Generation (MW) 35.1 30.3 21.9 8.9
Table 4.2: A comparison of generator alternatives shows HFAC systems can produce
much more power in the same footprint as the current AG9140 [89].
alternatives is the option of a LM2500+G4 based system utilizing the GTGs; or the
MT30, which is capable of using either the GTG set or 14.4 MW DG set. Notably,
under ISO conditions (59◦F) the MT30 is rated at 40MW, thus capable of singly
powering the ship to full speed in all but the most stringent conditions. This means
the EM system could theoretically be defined as not mission critical, and therefore
would not necessitate as stringent of technical certifications.
4.3 Powertrain Architecture Comparative Analysis
This section compares the performance of systems using all the component
models identified in this chapter and developed in Section 3.2. As shown, electric
power generation capabilities limit PGT selection to two feasible units from those in
Table 4.2: the LM2500+G4 and the MT30. This section will assess the LM2500+G4-
based powertrain first. Fuel consumption calculation methodology is detailed in Ap-
pendix B.
4.3.1 Hybrid Powertrain Alternative 1: GE LM2500+G4
Based on power demands for full speed under Navy day conditions, and includ-
ing all driveline losses, the EM must be capable of supplementing the PGT with 8.4
MW of rotative power for propulsion at top speed. The EM system is also intended
to provide for all low speed ship propulsion demands during most economical opera-
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tion, allowing the PGT to shut down. Given the maximum generating capacity of the
GTG set of 29.1 MW and required service load of 5.1 MW, approximately 24 MW of
electric power is available for EM propulsion, or 12 MW per shaft. Including driveline
and EM losses, this is capable of propelling the ship up to 24 knots. For an even more






























COGLAG 2 PGT, 3 GTG
Figure 4.3: A comparison of the fuel consumption of a COGLAG hybrid architecture
using a LM2500+G4 to that of a base DDG-51 shows minimal benefit from the hybrid
system.
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economical mode of operation, the ship can run on 2 GTGs rather than all 3 with a
slightly reduced max speed. In this sense, 2 GTG EM system operation is the corre-
lary to trail shaft plant mode and replaces it as the most economical transit mode for
the hybrid system. Then operation with 3 GTGs online corresponds to split plant.
The correlation is illustrated in Figure 4.3, where the resulting fuel consumption rate
is plotted for both DDG-51 and COGLAG as a function of ship speed, with different
curves representing each of these potential operating modes.
A slight reduction in fuel consumption can be seen at higher ship speeds for
the COGLAG architecture in full power mode. As previously discussed, the dip
in DDG-51 fuel consumption in this full power mode at low speeds is due to the
PGTs slowing down to idle, this fuel rate reduction is nominally a benefit of the use
of a CPP on the DDG-51. This propeller comparison will be discussed in greater
detail subsequently, but at the low ship speeds in Figure 4.3 the COGLAG PGTs are
running at normal speed, due to implementation of a FPP, which increases propulsive
efficiency elsewhere. At low speeds for most economical mode it is shown that EM
operation of the COGLAG configuration has an increased rate of fuel consumption
relative to the DDG-51. This is specifically due to the rate of fuel consumption of the
GTGs. Figure 4.4 provides a comparison of fuel consumption rates for each of the
electricity generating units from Table 4.1. This chart shows that although the power
output is significantly greater for the LM1600, this attribute comes at the expense of
high fuel consumption rates. Fuel consumption rates are also shown to be significantly
lower for the DG units. Thus, we now investigate a powertrain architecture utilizing
these for electric power generation.
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4.3.2 Hybrid Powertrain Alternative 2: Rolls-Royce MT30
The use of a lower capacity electric power system, such as one consisting of all
DG units, requires a significantly larger PGT to maintain top speed capability. The
two predominant marine-approved aeroderivative gas turbines that fit these power
requirements are the GE LM6000 and Rolls Royce MT30. Employing two of either of
these units (one on each shaft) can theoretically provide propulsion for a DDG vessel
up to full speed without assistance, and, according to manufacturers data sheets,

























Figure 4.4: A comparison of auxiliary generator fuel consumption rates shows the
benefit of a diesel genset.
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have very similar fuel consumption rates. However, analyses performed using APPS
to model the LM6000 yielded inconsistent fuel consumption rates depending on how
the metric was calculated, which were also significantly higher than expected based
on the unit’s data sheet [73]. This lack of accurate data is likely due to the units
relatively recent introduction to mechanical drive and marine propulsion and thus
was necessarily omitted from this analysis, but is highly recommended for future
comparisons. Performance is expected to be largely similar to that of the MT30,
if not superior (as far as power output and fuel consumption), and the turbine has
been fully tested and approved for marine and mechanical drive applications [90,91].
The Rolls-Royce MT30 is a twin spool, split shaft gas turbine. With industry high
power to weight, it is the foundation of the DDG-1000 propulsion system. Section
3.2.1 details the fundamental aspects regarding modeling its fuel consumption. As
mentioned, the high power levels of the MT30 allow a more conservatively sized
electric drive system, resulting in utilization of the DG set and an 8 MW EM on each
shaft. The resulting fuel consumption characteristics of the MT30-based CODLAG
configuration are shown in Figure 4.5, compared to the base DDG-51 powertrain.
As depicted, EM operating mode for the hybrid CODLAG configuration is with the
MT30 PGTs off and all three DGs on. The intermediate mode for the CODLAG
(corresponding to split plant on the DDG-51) is a true hybrid mode where one shaft
is operated by the mechancal MT30 and the other shaft is operated purely by the
EM drive. The top speed achievable in this configuration is limited by the amount of
electric power generated by the DG set. The EM system size of 8 MW is also based
on achieving this speed. Based on most economical EM operation, the motors need
only to be 4 MW to reach the indicated top speed for that mode (18 knots). The full
power mode consists of both PGTs and 2 DG running.
It should be noted again that the CODLAG configuration does not have the
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same additional reduction in fuel consumption for the PGTs at low speeds as seen on
the DDG-51 because this architecture is using a FPP, as well as the fact that a similar
idle configuration has not been determined for the MT30. However, the simulations
were also run using the original CPP, being 94.8% as efficient as the FPP. Although
graphically indiscernible, the CPP resulted in a 3.3-3.9% increase in fuel consumption,
depending on operating mode and speed. Thus, if introducing a FPP causes great
mechanical complication, or the ability for PGTs to idle at low speeds is viewed as
































Figure 4.5: A comparison of the DDG-51 to a MT30-based CODLAG architecture
shows substantially improved fuel consumption for the hybrid.
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valuable, and possible, these considerations should be weighed against that modest
increase in fuel consumption.
The most apparent difference in performance is the reduction in fuel consump-
tion for the CODLAG MT30 architecture in full power mode compared to the base
DDG-51. The MT30 was assumed to have worst case increases in its fuel consumption
due to the navy day operation and yet still has better fuel consumption rates than
the DDG-51 in split plant mode Still, the primary objective of introducing an electric
drive system is a substantial reduction in fuel consumption in the most economical
mode. For the CODLAG this EM operation effectively cuts fuel consumption in half
compared to the base DDG powertrain.
There is also the potential for this powertrain architecture to operate the me-
chanically coupled EM as a generator, taking power off the MT30 PGT to produce
electric power; known as Power Take Off (PTO) systems, as termed in commercial
applications. Here, such a system would require the VSD to be a bidirectional power
converter, and able to sufficiently regulate power in the face of varying shaft speeds
to produce synchronized 233 Hz power for the ship distribution network. Figure 4.6
illustrates this mode, and shows that due to the relative efficiency of the DGs, switch-
ing the load back to the PGTs provides no benefit with regard to net fuel consumption
rate. However, operating the EM systems in this way increases the total amount of
electric power available by an additional 16 MW. This produces a total capacity of
30.4 MW of electric power. Although this amount of power would only be available
in full power mode, it can be assumed that during any warfighting scenario, the ship
would be in full power mode. Nominally 8 MW would be available in split plant
mode (with one PGT operating), raising capacity to 22.4 MW. These shaft generator
systems could also be utilized as a dedicated power system for any specific technology,
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CODLAG PGT, 3 DG
CODLAG 1 PGT, PTO
CODLAG 2 PGT, 2 DG
CODLAG 2 PGT, PTO
Figure 4.6: Comparing the performance of the MT30 hybrid when operating the EM
system as a PTO generator to shut down DG shows no benefit.
such as charging an energy storage device to power a pulsed-power weapon.
4.3.3 Spatial Constraint Assessment
As described in Section 3.2.3, the EM operational efficiency model is based on
the Converteam Advanced Induction Motor (AIM), for which frame dimensions are
given [22]. However, the machine required for the CODLAG configuration developed
in this thesis only needs to be capable of 8 MW, compared to Converteam’s 18.25
MW. In addition, the architecture developed incorporates the EM unit through the
MRG, purposefully requiring a high speed EM device, which significantly reduces core
size. A study was performed to evaluate various motor designs with requirements
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similar to the 8MW EM implemented to ensure sufficient space for integration. This
study applies fundamental scaling rules to these motor designs to provide a first
pass evaluation of the amount of space that could be required by the electric drive
system [92]. Equation 4.1 shows the relationship, where essentially power density
(left) is proportional to rated speed (right)
P
D2 × L α Ω (4.1)
Specifically, P represents rated power, D the machines active core diameter, L the core
length and Ω being rated speed. In addition to the Converteam induction motor, the
generator used on the LM1600 GTG was evaluated as well as a generator developed
for use with the Solar 100 gas turbine [92] since they are all of similar scale. Details
of the motor designs are shown in Table 4.3. For the Converteam motor, active core
dimensions were assumed to be 90% of the frame diameter and 40% of the frame
length. The second unit is the same generator discussed earlier as the HFAC unit
for the LM1600 GTG [89], for which core dimensions were given. The third unit is
based on a generator designed for the Solar 100 gas turbine [92]. Because the design
proposal is to fit this EM drive system where a LM2500 was removed, fitment was
primarily evaluated in relation to this PGT frame size of 8.23 m × 2.74 m × 3.05 m.
Thus, it was assumed that a diameter of 2.74 m would be the limit for external
dimensions.
The primary conclusion from these results is that the LM2500 envelope pro-
vides more than enough space, as anticipated, indicated by the low motor lengths
required of EMs that would occupy the full diameter. However, for variable speed
electric drive systems it is common for the inverter hardware to occupy as much if not
more space as the motor. Representing the industry leading technology in the field,
the Converteam VDM25000 variable speed drive for the AIMs used on-board the re-
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Converteam IM LM1600 Generator Solar 100 Generator
Original 2.74m Original 2.74m Original 2.74m
Power (MW) 18.25 8 10 8 11 8
Speed (RPM) 127 3600 7000 3600 11000 3600
Width (m) 3.98 2.74 1.55 2.74 2.74 2.74
Height (m) 3.40 2.74 1.68 2.74 2.74 2.74
Length (m) 5.52 0.13 2.21 1.1 0.96 2.13
Table 4.3: Calculating potential EM size by fitting similar units into the LM2500
footprint suggests a maximum potential length of 2.13 m.
cent USN T-AKE and LHD-8 has frame dimensions of 4.85 m × 1.0 m × 2.135 m.
This unit is capable of 6.1 MW × 3 channels, yielding a total power output of 18.25
MW, significantly higher than required for the application at hand [22]. Thus, it
is fair to assume that a comparable unit for driving the 8 MW EM required would
occupy equal or less space. Furthermore, based on the EM drive potential volume
calculations in Table 4.3, the indicated space occupied by the power inverter could
easily fit alongside the required electric motor both within the envelope opened up
by removal of a LM2500, as compared in Table 4.4. As an additional benefit, a sig-
nificant amount of volume is removed by eliminating the need for air ducting for the
removed LM2500, which nominally passes through multiple levels of the ships hull.
The LM2500 ducting has a required cross section of 4.46 m2 and 3.34 m2, for intake
and exhaust ducting passages, respectively. This point is not emphasized, however,
because it is likely the MT30 will require a substantial portion of this space due to its
larger power output, although this data is not available from Rolls-Royce. In addition
to this freed space, utilizing a FPP opens up an additional volume of 22.65 m3, which
was previously used for CPP hydraulic machinery.
Following the above assessment of electric machinery dimensions, Table 4.4
compares these requirements to engine room dimensions as well as those of the MT30
and LM2500. This comparison also shows surprisingly similar sizing between the
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PGT Dimensions EM Drive Engine Room Dimensions
LM2500 MT30 EM+VSD AMR1 MMR1 MMR2 AMR4
Length (m) 8.23 8.56 6.97 14.63 14.02 14.02 12.19
Width (m) 2.74 3.54 2.74 16.80 19.08 19.26 18.85
Height (m) 3.05 3.32 2.74 7.11 9.91 9.91 9.91
Table 4.4: Comparing PGT and EM system dimensions to the outgoing LM2500 unit
and engine room dimensions [36] suggests minimal fitment issues.
LM2500 and MT30 units, particularly with respect to length, the primary concern
with regard to engine room fitment.
4.4 Performance Comparison of CODLAG System with All-
Electric IPS
Although showing substantial benefit relative to the conventional DDG pow-
ertrain, for a more global performance assessment, the hybrid powertrain was also
compared to a notional all-electric IPS consisting of the same prime movers. Theo-
retically able to use the same DGs in the same locations, the primary hurdle for IPS
architecture fitment is with respect to the engine room, as mentioned above. For the
IPS system a 36 MW Propulsion Motor Module (PMM, detailed in Section 3.2.3)
must be fit, nominally in place of the MRG. Within the same engine room spacing
outlined in Table 4.4 must also contain the considerably larger VSD inverter for the
PMM as well as an MT30 along with its requisite 36 MW generator. The HFAC power
generation scheme used previously also offers a design for the MT30 with dimensions
outlined in Table 4.5. Comparing these dimensions to the engine room spaces shown
in Table 4.4 suggests the MT30 genset would fit. Limitations may be encountered
regarding shaft and requisite PMM position relative to the MT30 genset, but such
a detailed analysis cannot be conducted without more explicit knowledge of engine




3600 RPM, 233 Hz
Combined Unit
Length (m) 8.560 3.226 11.786
Width (m) 3.540 1.880 3.540
Height (m) 3.320 2.007 3.320
Table 4.5: HFAC MT30 specifications used for nominal IPS system [89].
rangements are sufficiently feasible and the main intent is in comparing the potential
of an IPS architecture to that of the hybrid CODLAG configuration with regard to
fuel consumption performance.
Figure 4.7 charts performance of the hybrid CODLAG concept along with the
notional all-electric power system and conventional DDG power system. Both the
hybrid and IPS configurations yield equivalent best fuel economy under DG/EM all-
electric propulsion. Both full power (2 × PGT) and intermediate (1 × PGT) modes
for the IPS system show a distinct increase in fuel consumption rate compared to the
corresponding modes of the same prime movers for the hybrid system; so much so
that both MT30 PGTs operating in mechanical drive (CODLAG Full Power) have a
similar total fuel consumption rate to a single MT30 PGT operating in electric drive
mode (IPS, 1 PGT, 3 DG). This significant increase in fuel consumption is primarily
attributed to the increase in fuel consumption that results from operating a gas tur-
bine at low power levels while maintaining a high operating speed. As seen, for the
constant speed required for electric drive operations, fuel consumption at low loads
is worsened considerably. This attribute is explicitly illustrated in Figure 4.8 for the
MT30, and the same trend was observed for all GE units as well. This pattern has
been noted in other studies, referred to as the mechanical drive propeller law [18],
although the concept rarely finds its way into naval fuel consumption considerations.
Also note that in Figure 4.8, the turbine is operated at 3500 rpm for 233 Hz power
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IPS, 1 PGT, 3 DG
IPS, 2 PGT, 3 DG
Figure 4.7: A comparison of the base DDG-51 to both the CODLAG and IPS shows













































Figure 4.8: Plotting the operating points for electrical (constant speed) and mechan-
ical (variable speed) configuration of a MT30 shows significantly higher fuel rates for
electrical operation at a given power level, and particularly under low power demands.
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generation, where as operation at 3600 rpm (as needed for standard 60 Hz frequency
generation) would have further increased fuel consumption rates over the mechani-
cal drive alternative. Another concept regarding IPS operation is that to maintain
synchronized distribution frequency, all gensets must operate at the same load per-
centage. For example, regardless of the number of generators online, if the MT30 is
run at 10% load, all DGSs must also run at 10%. This behavior tends to increase fuel
consumption rates as well.
4.5 Operations Based Fuel Consumption Comparison
The powertrains defined are then compared in an additional computational
analysis which simulates performance over a ship drive cycle of varying speed and
operations. The analysis uses actual collected data of ship operating mode and speed-
time distributions for simulations based on steady state operation. Described in Sec-
tion 3.4, this approach best represents the slowly transitioning conditions character-
izing ocean-going ship operation and emphasizes long term fuel consumption trends.
Operating modes are based on DDG-51 CONOPS, thus defined by trail shaft, split
plant and full power. For the IPS and hybrid powertrains these modes correspond to
those correlated by color as in Figure 4.7. In any circumstance where an operating
mode was called for which was outside the powertrain’s range of capability, the sys-
tem automatically goes to the next highest power level. Results are based on 4000
hrs/year at sea and F-76 with a density of 876 kg/m3 and price of $100/bbl as rec-
ommended by BAA 07-029 [76]. Shown in Table 4.6, these results reveal exceptional
potential for both of the alternative powertrains to reduce fuel consumption compared
to the conventional DDG-51 power system. The hybrid CODLAG architecture shows
consistently better performance in all studied conditions relative to a comparable
all-electric power system, demonstrating up to 37% fuel savings, with a minimum of
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23% reduction in fuel consumption. When these fuel consumption metrics are con-
verted to cost savings relative to the conventional DDG-51 ships, the IPS suggests
savings around $1.2-3.4 million per year, while the CODLAG has the potential to
save $2.6-3.5 million per year. Actual consumption figures for all three powertrains
can be found in the Table 4.7. One particular trend of note is that savings for both
the CODLAG and IPS are consistently lower in the first two simulations. These two
scenarios are based on the speed distribution profiles indicated, but use the general-
ized CONOPS scenario shown in Figure 3.29 [32]. This CONOPS scenario entails a
significantly larger amount of time spent at full power at minimal speeds than the
other scenarios (shown in Appendix A). At these shaft speeds, the base DDG-51 fuel
consumption is fairly reasonable due to the idling of the PGTs. CODLAG capability
still shows significant improvement over the total drive cycle, although the benefit
from the IPS configuration is more so reduced due to the low power fuel consump-
tion increase of the MT30s under electrical generation. Operation under low speed
at full power is most likely to reflect in-concert warfighting scenarios. Thus, these
















23.1 11.0 2.58 1.22
Arleigh Burke February 1998 22.7 10.2 2.57 1.16
Chafee April 2010 37.1 36.0 3.49 3.39
Chafee May 2010 30.2 23.4 3.36 2.60
Chafee July 2010 36.3 35.0 3.51 3.38
Table 4.6: Simulation results show very significant reductions in fuel consumption for
the IPS and even better for the CODLAG hybrid, with monetary figures based on
4000 operating hours per year, and F-76 at $100/bbl.
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Fuel Consumption, lbs ×106
Operational Scenario Profile DDG-51 CODLAG All-Electric IPS
Arleigh Burke/Curtis Wilbur 1998 34.34 26.41 30.58
Arleigh Burke February 1998 34.78 26.89 31.22
Chafee April 2010 28.94 18.21 18.52
Chafee May 2010 34.15 23.83 26.16
Chafee July 2010 29.72 18.94 19.33
Table 4.7: Total annual fuel consumption based on indicated operational profile data
assuming 4000 hours at sea per year.
may present a good evaluation of powertrain performance under battle conditions.
4.6 Electric Power System Redundancy Concepts
Figure 4.7 implies all IPS modes operating with all three DG on line. This
would intuitively have an unnecessary negative effect on fuel consumption rates. How-
ever, Figure 4.9 illustrates each of these operating modes with 1, 2 and 3 DG online.
This depiction clearly shows that the number of DG online has very little impact
on the fuel consumption rate of the ship. This characteristic can be traced back to
the comparison of GTG and DG fuel flow rates shown previously, reproduced here
in Figure 4.11 for convenient reference. Most fuel usage studies draw conclusions for
optimal operation based on comparisons of SFC rates. The SFC curves for each of
these same auxiliary units are plotted in Figure 4.10. SFC has units of mass of fuel
per unit energy, essentially the inverse of efficiency. Thus, high SFC represents poor
efficiency, and it is recommended to avoid low power operation where SFC rates are
significantly higher, as shown in Figure 4.10. However, it is equally important to con-
sider the resulting relations regarding fuel flow rate as a function of power, as shown
in Figure 4.11. Although not mathematically equivalent, SFC represents a similar
function to the derivative or slope of fuel flow rate. At low power levels, where SFC is
high, fuel flow rates increase more rapidly. Then, as SFC stabilizes in an asymptotic
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1 PGT, 1 DG
1 PGT, 2 DG
1 PGT, 3 DG
2 PGT, 1 DG
2 PGT, 2 DG
2 PGT, 3 DG
Figure 4.9: Plotting fuel consumption performance for the IPS system with differ-
ing numbers of DGs online shows the minimal impact these variations have on fuel
consumption.
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fashion at higher power levels, fuel flow rate slope becomes more constant. SFC is a
clear efficiency metric representing the amount of energy produced relative to a unit
of fuel. And again, it is not mathematically the same as the derivative of fuel flow
rates, but entertaining the concept of integrating the SFC curve helps illustrate the
point. If this were the case, the low power inefficiencies (high SFC) would clearly be
responsible for the low power rise in fuel consumption. Thus explaining why the GTG
units have an ’offset’ fuel flow rate, whereas the DG fuel flow curve is largely linear,
and passes through the origin. This trend is the exact reason for the behavior shown
in Figure 4.9, where increasing the number of DGs online is shown to have minimal




























Figure 4.10: Analyses typically emphasize operation away from low power ineffi-
ciencies (high SFC) to reduce fuel consumption where as these rates impact fuel
consumption at all power levels.
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Figure 4.11: A plot of auxiliary generator fuel flow rates results from integrating SFC
curves, illustrating the impact of low power trends on fuel consumption at all power
levels.
impact on fuel consumption rates; this would not be the case for GTGs. Figure 4.12
further illustrates this point. Here, the resulting fuel consumption rates are shown for
a system which is generating the indicated amount of power with two generator units,
rather than one, as evaluated earlier and also plotted for comparison. It can be seen
that the offset nature of GTG fuel consumption rates compounds as additional units
are brought online. Conversely, a system of diesel generators only sees a marginal
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increase in fuel consumption rate. Thus, it is not operation in the low power region of
high SFC shown in Figure 4.10 which produces high fuel consumption rates. Instead
it is the effect that these SFC curves have on whole system performance, which is
particularly apparent in the case of dividing loads between multiple units. Thus, this
functionality is an imperative aspect with regard to systems requiring redundancy,
such as naval electric power systems. A DG system is able to operate under redun-
dant characteristics with minimal fuel penalty, while the fuel consumption rate for
a comparable redundant GTG system will increase significantly. Calculations show
an increase of 13-20% in fuel consumption for the second LM1600 brought online,
whereas a second CAT-280 will only increase fuel consumption 0.7-2.4%. Thus, DGs
are an extremely attractive technology for electric power generation on navy ships.
4.6.1 Additional Potential Benefits of Hybrid Drive Systems
The discussions above directly relate to the controversial concept of Single
Generator Operation (SGO). This function explicitly refers to operating a single aux-
iliary power unit to meet electrical loads; a capability that would significantly reduce
fuel consumption and would be easily implementable on-board existing DDG-51 ves-
sels. Championed by engineers for its direct fuel consumption savings, this concept
receives significant backlash from ship operaters as it presents the potential for leav-
ing a vessel dead in the water in the case of a single fault. The most common concept
is to propose integration of an Energy Storage System (ESS) to provide for power
in the case of such a fault while another generating unit is brought online. This is
the functionality employed on board UK Royal Navy ships [20]. Small energy stor-
age devices are a requirement for backup for the most pertinent Commond, Control
and Indication (CCI) systems. On these UK ships, the main generators are typi-
cally DGs, for many of the reasons expressed above, as well as the fact that on the
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Figure 4.12: Plotting the performance of systems producing the indicated power
levels with multiple units online provides a very clear example of the benefits of
diesel generators.
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Type 22 and Type 42 destroyers it takes on the order of 2 minutes to start another
diesel unit. Thus, augmenting the existing backup ESS to compensate for a 2 minute
start up time is very reasonable. Alternatively, the system is fully capable of simply
running a second generator when necessary, such as in times of explicit concern or
emergency [20].
The analysis in Section 4.5 reveals that running a second DG has relatively
minimal impact on fuel consumption. More so, the UK approach reveals that an ESS
can be developed which provides enough backup to allow SGO for diesel units, nom-
inally owing to their low start up times. The recently christened LHD-8 uses DG for
power generation as well, with further improved start up times of 1 minute [27]. How-
ever, the UK ships and LHD-8 are not as spatially constrained as the DDG-51 class.
These spatial limitations were the original motivation for the adoption of the power-
dense gas turbines for all power loads on the DDG-51. Similarly, as shown in Table
4.2, using a GTG set with the identified HFAC ststem would have twice the electric
power capacity relative to the DG set - 29.1 MW compared to 14.4 MW. Alterna-
tively, there is the potential to operate the CODLAG EM drive systems as generators
in full power mode, which would produce a comparable total capacity of 30.4 MW.
As an additional capability, power generated by the EM systems could be designated
as dedicated power for pulse power weapons loads. Either of these capabilities should
be strongly considered before defining a GTG set as a requirement. However, higher
electric power generation capacity in all modes is acknowledged to provide many ben-
efits for naval operations which may outweigh fuel concerns. Although it is shown
that a DG set is capable of meeting current and short term forecasted power needs,
ships must be designed for 40 year lifespans and are very likely to face continued
increases in electric power generation requirements, particularly in the form of pulse
power weapon loads [30]. These anticipated loads provide a strong reason to favor
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the foreboding IPS power systems, where all system power is available for electrical
demands. As an intermediate alternative to IPS, a COGLAG system (using GTG
units as opposed to DG) offers much higher electric power levels than a CODLAG.
The primary concern with regard to a utilizing a GTG compared to DG with respect
to SGO is the potential for a ’hung start’. This scenario describes the event of a
failed GTG start up, where I-CAS data has shown time to bring the unit online can
range from the nominal 2 minutes, up to 15 minutes. This behavior has led the Navy
to proclaim that for GTG systems, SGO operations must be supplemented by ESS
capabilities of 2.5 MW for 10 minutes [76]. In light of this requirement, the EM
system offers the potential to function as readily available backup power, and thus
presents an alternative to the standard ESS solution. With either PGT online, the
EM can generate up to 8 MW operating as a PTO shaft-generator, almost the same
amount of power generated by one of the high power GTG units analyzed, and signif-
icantly higher than the requisite baseline of 5.1 MW. Under full power operation the
hybrid EM generators could produce up to 16 MW. The following section analyzes
the fuel consumption impacts of these operations, particularly with respect to SGO
operations and any additional benefit which may be realized with an ESS system.
4.6.1.1 Single Generator Operation for COGLAG Architectures
The CODLAG architecture analyzed previously in this Chapter is described
by 3 modes of operation - most economical EM operation with no PGTs online,
intermediate hybrid operation with a single PGT online, and full power with both
PGTs online. In order for an EM unit to operate as a PTO device (as described
in Section 4.3.2), at least one PGT must be online. Thus, PTO operation is not
feasible in the most economical mode of operation. This incapability leads to the
initial assumption that two GTG must be online in this operating mode, effectively
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disallowing SGO. However, for SGO in both intermediate and full power modes, the
PTO system can nominally be online without placing any load on the PGT shaft,
and given the proper control system would instantly be ready to provide power in the
event of a GTG failure.
Figure 4.13 shows the resulting fuel consumption trends of this conceptual
COGLAG hybrid along with the previously analyzed CODLAG and base DDG-51.
The increased electric power capacity of the GTGs is utilized by increasing the EM
drive system size to 12 MW, which allows hybrid electric operation with one PGT
and two GTGs online (COGLAG 2 GTG EM +PGT) to power the ship up to 25
knots, or 21 knots under all electric operation with 2 GTGs. For clarity, details of
the COGLAG powertrain modes shown in the Figure are as follows:
 COGLAG 2 GTG EM: All-electric operation with 2 GTGs online and no PGTs.
 COGLAG SGO EM+PGT: Hybrid operation with a PGT driving one shaft and
a EM driving the other, with electric power generated from a single GTG (EM
online and ready as backup power or PTO)
 COGLAG 2 GTG EM+PGT: Hybrid operation of PGT on one shaft and EM
on the other, with 2 GTGs online to increase speed capability
 COGLAG SGO Full Power: Both PGTs online with one GTG in SGO, and
either EM available as backup
The comparative fuel consumption behavior of these operations is more clearly
depicted in Figure 4.14, where the low speed region is enlarged. Generally speaking,
these results emphasize the conclusions reached in Section 4.6, that GTG units used
for electric power generation greatly increase fuel consumption. The most economical
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COGLAG 2 GTG EM
COGLAG SGO EM+PGT
COGLAG 2 GTG EM+PGT




Figure 4.13: Comparing the base DDG-51 to COGLAG and CODLAG shows GTG
auxiliary power systems consume significantly more fuel than those using DGs.
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COGLAG 2 GTG EM
COGLAG SGO EM+PGT
COGLAG 2 GTG EM+PGT




Figure 4.14: Closer evaluation shows most economical COGLAG operation of GTG
SGO produces worse fuel consumption than the most economical DDG-51 mode.
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modes produced by the COGLAG system are the all electric with 2 GTG and the
SGO hybrid with a single GTG and PGT. Yet each of these modes produces worse
fuel consumption behavior than the existing DDG-51’s most economical mode. The
congruence of these two COGLAG modes also reveals the very similar fuel consump-
tion rates of the LM1600 GTG to the MT30 PGT. This is further emphasized by
the similarity between the two high power modes, which both have 3 turbines online
- 2 GTG and 1 PGT versus 1 GTG and 2 PGT. When comparing this COGLAG
performance to that of the CODLAG, the closest relationship is in the most econom-
ical COGLAG modes, which offer only slightly improved fuel consumption rates as
compared to the CODLAG in its least economical full power mode.
As shown in Figure 4.11, a smaller GTG than the LM1600 may produce im-
proved fuel consumption. However, feasible units, such as the GE LM500 or RR4500,
have comparable or slightly lower power output than the CAT DG utilized in the
CODLAG architecture [36]. Thus, they may present some fuel consumption benefit
over the LM1600-based COGLAG concept explored above, but would only be capable
of the same power output as the diesel, while not producing its same fuel efficiency.
GTG sets do have the additional benefit of reduced maintenance and manpower re-
quirements, although these are not likely to produce the same operational cost savings
as the fuel consumption reductions suggested.
The potential benefits of SGO can be taken a step further by evaluating the
performance of an ESS as described earlier. An ESS would not be relied upon as a
constant power source, and thus does not explicitly increase electric power available.
Instead, with regard to fuel consumption performance, it allows SGO in any mode.
Based on the ESS requirement of 2.5 MW for 10 minutes, such a system would
be required to have a capacity of roughly 1.5 GJ [76]. The primary obstacle with
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respect to ESS integration is the amount of space occupied by such a unit, which
has been the topic of a large amount of research along with potential technology
selection [18, 20, 93–97]. Because this aspect has been covered in such depth, the
intention here is rather to evaluate the impacts on fuel consumption that would
result, assuming such a unit was feasible. Based on the operating modes defined for
the COGLAG system, a hybrid powertrain is able to use PTO functionality to allow
SGO in every mode except all-electric EM propulsion at low speeds, when no PGT is
online. Thus, the primary difference between this powertrain’s performance and one
employing ESS, is that the ESS allow the most economical EM mode to reduce its fuel
consumption by permitting SGO. As shown in Figure 4.15, this SGO EM drive mode
reduces fuel consumption to levels below that of hybrid operation of the CODLAG
system (CODLAG EM+PGT), although still not comparable to the most economical
mode of the CODLAG system. This operation also better illustrates the separation
between operating modes for the COGLAG powertrain. SGO EM operation is shown
as the lowest with a single turbine online, then SGO+PGT with two turbines online,
and the two high power modes each having three gas turbines online.
For a final comparative analysis, the COGLAG powertrains proposed here
Fuel Consumption Savings over DDG-51, %









23.1 11.0 -3.8 3.9
Arleigh Burke February 1998 22.7 10.2 -3.6 3.1
Chafee April 2010 37.1 36.0 -6.0 16.7
Chafee May 2010 30.2 23.4 -3.9 11.0
Chafee July 2010 36.3 35.0 -5.7 16.0
Table 4.8: Simulation results including COGLAG systems show that GTG auxiliary
power units greatly increase fuel consumption and that SGO is necessary for them to
improve fuel consumption rates.
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COGLAG SGO EM (ESS)
COGLAG SGO+PGT
COGLAG 2 GTG EM+PGT




Figure 4.15: The benefit of the ESS system over a COGLAG using the EM for backup
power (Figure 4.14) is shown by lower fuel consumption in the most economical mode
of COGLAG SGO EM (ESS).
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are compared to the previously defined CODLAG and IPS architectures through
simulation over the same operational profile scenarios. Results are shown in Table 4.8.
Immediately apparent is that the COGLAG system using only PTO functionality for
SGO actually produces an increase in fuel consumption compared to the existing
DDG-51 powertrain. This result reveals the importance of fuel consumption rates
for a ship’s most economical mode of operation. A ship’s annual fuel consumption
is dominated by its low to medium speed cruise behaviors, as can be seen in the
operational scenario profiles evaluated (Appendix A). As illustrated in Figure 4.14,
in this speed range the PTO COGLAG has the worst fuel consumption rates of any
powertrain evaluated. This speed range is also the set of operations that are directly
impacted, relative to the COGLAG PTO, by the implementation of an ESS. Results
show that using an ESS in conjunction with a GTG set for SGO does produce a fuel
consumption savings over the existing DDG-51. However, these savings are only on
the order of half the fuel consumption reduction that would be expected through the
use of a DG auxiliary power system. Furthermore, space would have to be identified
for placement of the ESS within what is already a very tightly constrained enclosure.
4.7 Discussion
The analysis presented in this chpater develops and compares aspects of several
powertrain architectures. The primary conclusion thereof is that a hybrid electric
architecture utilizing 2 × MT30 PGT and 3 × CAT-280 DGs in a HFAC CODLAG
configuration produces the greatest reduction in fuel consumption in every scenario
evaluated and suggests savings of 23.1-37.1% compared to the existing DDG-51. In
addition, this type of powertrain is able to make use of the most critical existing
DDG-51 hardware components using currently available prime movers, producing
the most practically attainable solution for a DDG-51 Flight III. In comparing to the
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DDG-51 and IPS system, these results were found under conservative assumptions
that disfavored the CODLAG architecture - most notably higher than anticipated
PMM efficiency for the IPS and significant fuel consumption increases for the MT30
under naval conditions. The IPS system was found to have the second best efficiency,
indicating the potential to reduce fuel consumption by 10.2-36.0%. In addition to
these particular results, the analyses reveal several key aspects with regard to naval
propulsion systems. The most notable of these concepts are as follows:
 Mechanical drive for propeller operation can produce substantially more fuel
efficient behavior from a unit compared to an electric power generation config-
uration.
 Single generator operation must be enabled for a gas turbine-based auxiliary
power system to produce a fuel consumption reduction over the base DDG-51
 The reduced fuel consumption traits of diesel units are enhanced for redundant
electric power generation, and surpass the consumption rates of gas turbine
generators even under single-generator operation.
 Switching to a fixed-pitch propeller from a controllable-pitch propeller is likely
to reduce fuel consumption 3.3-3.9% on average.
 A hybridized architecture has the potential to use the electric drive system
for backup power generation, thus providing capabilities for single generator
operation.
 For long term fuel consumption concerns, importance must be placed on a ship’s




As defined in Section 3.2.2, commercial ships use large direct-drive propulsion
diesel engines (PDEs) for simplicity and efficiency. This analysis focuses on systems
which may potentially be able to supplement the PDE from a propulsion standpoint.
Representing the current trend towards large container vessels, the specific ship eval-
uated is a 6690 TEU Post-Panamax container ship of 111,825 tons of displacement.
Based off the NedLloyd Southampton, this ship has a single 65 MW PDE, a 3.6 MW
Power Take Off (PTO) system, and 4 × 3.6 MW auxiliary DGs [41]. In following with
the hybrid concept explored for naval applications, the potential to utilize modern
power electronics and drive systems to supplement the existing mechanical system is
evaluated for this container ship application. Similar to the proposed naval power-
train, the concept emphasizes electric machine propulsion for low speed operations.
The rise in popularity of renewable energy systems also presents opportunities with
regard to producing useful open sea propulsion forces or generating electric power.
Thus the potential for these systems to reduce fuel consumption rates is also analyzed.
5.1 PTO Based Hybrid Drive Performance Analysis
The concept of a hybrid power system as evaluated here develops from the
notion of a shaft-mounted Power Take-Off (PTO) system. These systems are already
common technologies implemented on large ships for electric power generation. A
PTO system consists of an electric machine (EM) affixed to the propeller shaft, oper-
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ating as a generator and typically sized for around the same power output as one of
the auxiliary DGs. This allows a DG to shut down when at sea, nominally improv-
ing fuel efficiency. These types of systems do not operate in port. These units are
also sometimes installed as power take-in (PTI) devices, where they are capable of
providing propulsion power to the shaft with the PDE decoupled and the EM acting
as a drive motor. PTI systems are much less common, and typically only function
as backup or emergency power in the case of PDE failure [37]. This research first
analyzes PTO systems and the impact of their operation on fuel consumption rates.
Then the potential for augmenting this system into a higher power EM with modern
power electronics to improve fuel efficiency is evaluated.
5.1.1 Fuel Consumption Benefits of PTO Systems
PTO systems are used to produce electric power from the PDE shaft in open
sea cruise operations in order to reduce the number of DGs required to be online.
Sources indicate that the PTO system operates at full capacity in these conditions
[41], thus producing 3,600 ekW, with this amount of mechanical load placed on the
PDE. DG systems are then used to produce an additonal 1,385 kW at cruise conditions
[78]. This 1,385 kW is produced with 3 DG units online for a total DG capacity of
10,800 kW [38]. Combining the power output of the PTO system and the DG systems
indicates a total electrical load of 4,985 kW of a total available capacity of 14,400 kW.
Table 5.1 shows the small fuel consumption benefit realized by shifting the electrical
load to the PDE (PTO On) as opposed to using only DGs for electric power generation
(PTO Off). Although differences in these consumption rates may be small, for trans-
oceanic operations these rates may be sustained for several hundred hours, and thus
fuel rate benefits compile significantly. In addition, fuel used in the PDE is Heavy








PDE Fuel Rate (lb/hr) 18,925 20,241 20,804
DG Fuel Rate (lb/hr) 2,298 856 0
Total Fuel Rate (lb/hr) 21,223 21,097 20,804
Table 5.1: Fuel consumption rate analysis shows that using less transitioning loads
to the PDE using the PTO to decrease DG loading improves fuel consumption rates.
that is used in the DG units. The third column shows that if a PTO system were
sized sufficiently to produce all the electric power necessary under cruise operations,
that it could further reduce fuel consumption, resulting in a benefit of 1.4%.
5.1.2 Hybrid Electric Propulsion Performance Analysis
The analysis shown in Table 5.1 illustrates the benefit of PTO systems as
used in container ships, as well as the additional performance potential they could
provide with an increase in size and functionality. These results indicate the benefits of
transitioning electrical loads to the PDE for increased efficiency with the added benefit
of utilizing cheaper fuel. However, use of this cheaper fuel (heavy fuel oil, HFO) in the
dirty, more robust PDE theoretically results in significantly higher emissions relative
to the power generated by the auxiliary DGs, burning MDO (Marine Diesel Oil). As
described in Section 1.2, these emissions are an increasing target of scrutiny, resulting
in legislation that specifically targets pollution levels in ports. The concept analyzed
here suggests using the efficient, cleaner-burning DGs to power a low speed electric
drive propulsion system for in-port operations. This proposal theoreticallly uses the
same EM that was analyzed for enhanced PTO operation under cruise conditions.
Such a combined motor/generator functionality would require a bidirectional power
converter. This converter must be capable of producing predictably synchronized AC
power as propeller shaft speed varies. This previously presented a large obstacle for
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shaft-generator concepts, although now is commonly solved through the use of a DC
link in the converter [37]. Thus modern power electronics now offer the potential for
a EM system to operate as both a low speed electric drive and a higher power PTO
system. The intention of the analysis at hand is to fully explore the fuel consumption
benefits that system could produce.
The intention of this resulting hybrid mechanical-electrical drive system is to
reduce fuel costs as well as in-port emissions. For low-speed operations, performance
is improved by switching loads to the DGs from the PDE, the opposite of intentions for
PTO cruise operations, as explored above. In the low speed range, the PDE is less ef-
ficient, while the higher quality fuel used by the DGs produces less emissions per unit.
Details regarding in-port speed requirements are presented in Section 3.4.2. Using
these speed definitions, propulsion shaft power requirements can be calculated. In-
cluding EM losses, these values are shown in Table 5.2. Auxiliary power requirements
in each mode are based on average values attained from the literature [38, 41]. For
the hybrid electric propulsion function, combining auxiliary demands and propulsion
demands yields a total amount of electrical load required from the DG set, producing
the fuel consumption rate indicated in the Table 5.2. Alternatively, these loads can
be provided by their traditional components, the PDE providing propeller power and
the DGs producing electricity, which yields the base PTO fuel consumption rate also
shown for comparison. These numbers reveal a fuel flow rate reduction of 20% in
the RSZ mode and 29% for MAN. A comparison of all modes of operation for the
developed hybrid drive compared to the standard PTO powertrain is shown in Figure
5.1. No benefit is achieved in the berthed Hotel mode, because the ship is stationary
with a constant load supplied by the same set of DGs. In order to be capable of all of
these functions defined for the hybrid powertrain, the EM unit size needs only to be













RSZ 5,900 3600 9500 3,970 4,940
MAN 670 7200 7870 3,370 4,750
Table 5.2: Calculation of electric power required and fuel consumed by a hybrid drive
shows significantly improved fuel consumption over the traditional PTO system.
Figure 5.1: Comparing fuel consumption rates for the standard PTO to the proposed
hybrid shows savings in all transportation modes.
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The hybrid operations analysis shows very significant reductions in fuel con-
sumption rate; however, for in-port operations, the impact on emissions rates is
of equal if not greater importance. Based on the methodologies described in Sec-
tion 3.2.2, Table 5.3 shows the emissions rates for relevant pollutants produced by
the base PTO powertrain as well as the hybrid, in the identified operating modes.
Note, again, Hotel mode performance is unchanged between the standard PTO and
hybrid systems, but is included for comparison purposes.
Table 5.3 shows both benefit and detriment (as indicated by negative values)
for the hybrid powertrain operation compared to the base PTO. Relevant maritime
port regulations currently address sulfur content of fuels, while NOX and PM are
emphasized with regard to engines [11, 98]. As shown, SOX emissions are slightly
increased by the shift to a hybrid power system using DGs exclusively for port oper-
ations. However, these rates are acknowledged as primarily a function of fuel content
and thus are more influenced by external factors than the type of operations anal-
ysis conducted here. As stated, NOX emissions are the prime concern with regard
to engine capability as identified by regulation efforts. In this respect, the hybrid
performance demonstrates its most significant benefit, with 29% and 43% reduction
in RSZ and MAN operations, respectively. The other emission specifically cited by
legislation at this point is PM (particulate matter). PM10 refers to particles of 10 µm,
while PM2.5 indicates fine particles of size 2.5 µm. Generally, the hybrid improves
performance in this respect, with a substantial benefit with regard to PM10 in in RSZ
of 25%, although this mode also sees an increase of 11% in PM2.5. Beyond these emis-
sions of particular concern, the results also show that in port operations, the hybrid
powertraiin produces very substantial reductions in CO emissions, of 66% and 57% for
RSZ and MAN, respectively. CO2 is perhaps the most frequently discussed emission
with regard to air pollution concerns, although it has been less specifically targeted
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NOX CO SO2
PTO Hybrid % PTO Hybrid % PTO Hybrid %
Cruise (kg/hr) 942 940 1 78 77 1.2 640 636 1
RSZ (kg/hr) 172 123 29 30 10 66 106 109 -3
MAN (kg/hr) 180 102 43 21 9 57 90 91 -1
Hotel (kg/hr) 33 33 0 3 3 0 28 28 0
PM10 PM2.5 CO2
PTO Hybrid % PTO Hybrid % PTO Hybrid %
Cruise (kg/hr) 73 72 1 56 55 2 34626 34309 9
RSZ (kg/hr) 16 12 25 9 10 -11 5940 6487 -9
MAN (kg/hr) 19 10 5 8 8 0 5314 5377 -1
Hotel (kg/hr) 3 3 0 2 2 0 1672 1672 0
Table 5.3: Emissions rates comparing the base PTO configuration to the hybrid show
some benefit, some loss.
by maritime regulation. For port operations the results indicate a CO2 increase of
1% or 9% for MAN and RSZ. However, for open cruise, emissions rates are shown to
likely be reduced by 9%. This is particularly important in light of the potential for
a future CO2 tax. If such a tax were imposed it would be based on total volumes of
emissions. The long hours spent at sea in cruise conditions would multiply effects in
this mode and CO2 emissions costs would be substantial. Thus, the 9% reduction in
CO2 emissions in this mode is a sizeable benefit.
5.2 Alternative Energy Comparison
Within the context of energy conservation and hybrid propulsion systems,
alternative energy systems are a logical concept. Sail systems present an especially
suggestive opportunity from their commanding role in marine transportation history.
In addition to wind, solar energy is also generally perceived as a resource with useful
potential, and solar panels are included on many futuristic ’green’ ship designs. The
following section will evaluate the power generation potential of these devices and
their impacts on ship fuel consumption for the base container ship evaluated above.
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Figure 5.2: A photo of a 5468 TEU post-panamax container vessel shows the extent
to which all available deck space is utilized for cargo.
5.2.1 Solar Panel Power Generation
As defined in Chapter 3.3.1, a photovoltaic power generating system was de-
fined with generous assumptions regarding its conversion efficiencies. Power genera-
tion quantities are also highly dependent on the total area of solar panels installed.
This spatial requirement presents a significant obstacle for container ship applications
because the function of the ship necessitates maximizing the amount of cargo it can
transport. Figure 5.2 illustrates a slightly smaller ship than the one studied here, but
built by the same firm. This depiction serves the purpose of illustrating the extremely
limited space available for systems such as solar panels. Still, some room is shown
toward the bow of the ship, called the forecastle, and there may also be opportunity
on the top of the bridge castle (the superstructure which houses the bridge, chart
room and crew quarters). Because ships do travel without full loads at times, it is
assumed that the aft side of the bridge castle can be covered in solar panels, which
measures approximately 13 m × 13 m. Additionally, it is assumed horizontal surfaces
on the forecastle as well as some locations surrounding the containers may be utilized
for solar panel placement. These generous approximations total 340 m3. A plot of the
resulting solar power generation rate is shown in Figure 5.3. This shows a peak gen-
eration rate of almost 60 kW, relative to the ships cruise DG electric power demand
of 1,385 kW. Thus, the electric power generated from solar reduces fuel consumed
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Figure 5.3: A photo of a 5468 TEU post-panamax container vessel shows the extent
to which all available deck space is utilized for cargo.
for auxiliary electrical loads by 0.4%. This value of fuel savings is only based on the
consumption rate of the DGs, and does not take into account the fuel burned by the
PDE’s. Thus, taking the solar power generated relative to the total fuel consumption
rate of the ship, indicates a reduction of only 0.01%. This low figure is simply the
result of the very large power demands seen by ship power systems. Thus, solar pan-
els may present opportunities for dedicated low power electrical loads, but as far as
a system offering significant fuel savings, are not recommended for investment. This
lack of recommendation is further emphasized by the bold assumptions regarding
solar power production efficiencies and spatial availability.
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5.2.2 Sail Propulsion Systems Analysis
As opposed to solar power generation, wind-harnessing sail systems have the
potential to generate forces that can be directly used for propulsion. However, similar
to solar systems, the capability of these systems is highly dependent on their size,
a factor which is very limited with regard to cargo vessel deck space. The specific
systems analyzed here, as developed in Section 3.3.2, are a Flettner rotor, a rigid
wing sail and SkySail’s high altitude kite. The SkySails sytem is an off the shelf
unit which has already seen some favorable attention and adoption on some ships.
Thus, the intention here is to evaluate what the actual fuel consumption benefits of
this system might be, as well as compare its performance to that of the two other
wind-power alternatives. For a pure technology comparison, the evaluation initially
assumes the same total area for each sail device, 620 m2, which is the size of the
SkySails kite. Figure 5.4 illustrates the propulsion power generated by each of these
sail technologies based on a ship speed of 12 m/s (which corresponds to 23 knots,
representing ship cruise speed here) and given a heading of due east.
Figure 5.4 illustrates many key points. First, the narrow range of allowable
operating constraints facing the SkySails system proves to significantly limit its ability
to provide useful force. These limitations come in the form of a limited wind speed
operating range (4-19 m/s) as well as being only able to operate in wind angles of
over 50◦. Additionally, the forces it does produce are shown to be the maximum
of any system. This fact reveals the truth that the majority of its performance
limitations are based on wind speeds being too high for safe operation. Furthermore,
this plot shows the low power production of the rigid wing sail system, clearly the
lowest of all systems. Flettner rotor performance is shown based on three values.
Recalling that the Flettner rotor requires input power to operate, these variations
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Rotor − Experimental Losses Hi
Rotor − Experimental Losses Low
SkySails Kite
Rigid Wing Sail
Figure 5.4: A time plot comparing same size sail system power production for a ship
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Table 5.4: Average values of power generated are used to provide direct comparison
of technologies and reflect total system performance throughout the simulation.
are based on different approximations of that required driving torque. The analytical
approximation is based on the surface friction calculation outlined in Section 3.3.2
[63], while the experimental losses are represented by a low and high value to indicate
a range [65]. Thus, Figure 5.4 shows that the analytical approximation of power
input requirements represents a lower loss estimate relative to the experimental data.
However, for a large portion of the operating hours shown here, either of these loss
approximations still indicates the Flettner rotor to be producing the largest quantity
of force generation. In order to better represent this total propulsion force quantity
for each sail system relative to each other, an average can be taken. The averages
for curves shown in Figure 5.4 can be found in Table 5.4. This confirms the superior
performance of the Flettner rotor as defined.
These initial results provide a normalized comparison of the technologies from
the standpoint of performance based on the same cross sectional area. However,
as identified for solar panel evaluation, container ships have extremely limited deck
space. Additionally, rigid wing sails and Flettner rotors have practical limitations
with regard to feasible unit scale. Studies investigating application on commercial
vessels have proposed a height limitation of both of these two devices of 12.5 m [63].
This dimension is similar to tower heights on the forecastle for the ship investigated
here and thus represents a very realistic value. Recalling that the SkySails kite area
is a very large 620 m2, these reevaluated rotor and sail areas are 39.1 m2 and 31.3 m2,
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respectively. This significant size constraint is aided somewhat by the assumed capa-
bility of fitting two sail units on either side of the forecastle, thus potentially doubling
the force generated. The following analysis also assumes that a full load of contain-
ers would not affect incident wind velocity for downwind operations. Using these
sail system definitions, the systems are evaluated with regard to variations in ship
heading and ship speed. This is accomplished by utilizing the average power values
as indicated in Table 5.4. For a given ship heading and a given ship speed, an av-
erage value of total force generated throughout the simulation time period can be
calculated. Thus, this value can be calculated for a range of ship headings and ship
speeds and further correlations can be made. The results of this analysis are shown
in Figures 5.5-5.8.
The most apparent results shown in these figures are the relatively high perfor-
mance of the kite sail relative to the other devices for most ship speeds and headings.
This is particulalry characterized by high propulsion power generated for low ship
speeds when traveling downwind. This scenario represents ideal conditions for the
kite sail, which is able to produce very large drag forces when traveling downwind. A
noticeable dip can is apparent for a ship heading of 20◦, particularly for ship speeds of
10 m/s. This is due to a drop in apparent wind speed caused by this specific orienta-
tion relative to the wind profile. At this heading, and especially at a speed of 10 m/s,
during the time period of roughly 170-188 hours, wind speeds drop to just below the
kite’s threshold, disallowing operation in a region which in other situations is able to
produce significant useful force. The opposite effect is responsible for the kite’s power
being consistently at a minimum in the range of 120-140◦. In this directional range,
the ship is heading slightly into the majority of incoming wind; enough to produce
high apparent wind angles but at enough of an angle to utilize lift forces. These high
apparent velocities inhibit the kite from operating, being too high. However, this
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represents ideal conditions for a sail system such as the the Flettner rotor or rigid
wing sail. This also illustrates a well-known trait of sailboats in that they are able to
achieve their maximum speeds when sailing slightly into the wind.
Continuing to elaborate on the Flettner rotor’s performance shows much more
consistent performance relative to the kite sail. Regardless of ship speed, lows occur
at the same off-wind conditions of 20◦ and 170◦; while the peaks described consis-
tently produce power in the range of 100 kW, according to analytical representation
of the required input power. Although the kite demonstrates vastly superior perfor-
mance at low ship speeds, for speeds that reflect actual ship cruise operation the kite’s
performance is greatly reduced, as shown in Figure 5.8. At these high ship speeds,
apparent wind speed is greatly reduced when traveling downwind (disallowing kite
operation), and apparent wind speed is greatly increased when traveling slightly up-
wind (disallowing kite operation). The intention of developing a sail system is to aid
in this mode of open-sea cruise operation, and thus the fuel consumption impacts of
performance at this speed are studied in greater detail subsequently.
As a function of ship heading, any reduction in fuel consumption caused by the
sail systems will follow the same trends as shown in Figure 5.8. Thus, the emphasis
here is on representing what the achievable reduction in fuel consumption rates would
be under cruise conditions. To represent these potential benefits, each sail technology
is compared based on its performance under the most favorable ship heading for that
system. Taking the peak power generated by the Flettner rotor and kite system as
a reduction in the propulsion load on the PDE, Table 5.5 shows the resulting fuel
consumption rates. These values include DG fuel consumption and thus represent
total figures. The resulting fuel consumption rates for either of the sail systems are
shown to be less than a percentage. For comparison, the benefit of the augmented-
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Figure 5.5: Results for the whole range of ship headings at a low speed of 6 m/s
highlights the high drag-force generating capabilities of the kite system.
Figure 5.6: Results for the range of ship headings at a low speed of 8 m/s highlights
the high drag-force generating capabilities of the kite system.
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Figure 5.7: Results for the range of ship headings at a moderate speed of 10 m/s
illustrates the highly variable performance of the kite system.
Figure 5.8: Results for the range of ship headings at a viable actual cruise speed of










Wind Power (kW) 210 108 - -
Fuel Rate (lb/hr) 20,921 20,958 20,084 21,097
Fuel Savings (%) 0.8 0.6 1.4 -
Table 5.5: Comparing the overall potential for technology alternatives to reduce fuel
consumption at full ship speed indicates little opportunity.
PTO device as defined for the hybrid system in Table 5.1 is also included. Other
studies which reveal significantly higher performance benefit from similar sail systems
find this benefit on much smaller scale vessels. The largest ship application of these
relevant studies addresses a ship with 16 MW engine capacity, where rotor and sails
are shown to produce up to 20% of propulsion power, and kites can produce over 50%
of propulsion power. Still, these capabilities only surmount to 2.5-5.8% reductions in
fuel consumption when evaluated over actual wind profiles [63].
In order to put these results into perspective, the concept of ’slow steaming’ is
also briefly addressed. This operation simply involves reducing ship speed to reduce
propulsion power and thus fuel rate. Power demand is a cubic function of speed,
and thus at full power reducing operating speed by 1 or 2 knots greatly impacts fuel
flow rates. For example, operating the ship at 20 knots is equivalent to the speed of
10 m/s analyzed in Figure 5.7. Total ship fuel consumption at this speed is reduced
27% relative to the full power speed of 23 knots used in the sail system analysis - a
very significant reduction. In this lower speed range the kite sail system proved to be
capable of significantly increased performance, specifically a peak of 486 kW. However,
even this significantly higher power contribution only reduces fuel consumption by
1% more than was achieved by the reduced engine load. This comparison illustrates
the fact that for such large ships engine ratings and operational speed have such a
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drastic effect that alternative energy systems produce minimal benefit. Instead, it is
shown that as far as technology options, increasing the capability of the PTO system
to produce a bidirectional hybrid propulsion unit has a measureable benefit under
cruise conditions, suggesting a fuel rate reduction of 1.4%, as well as a 9% reduction
in CO2 emissions. Furthermore, this system significantly reduces NOX by 28.5-43%





The common theme found in this thesis is that hybrid mechanical-electrical
propulsion systems offer substantially better performance from a fuel consumption
standpoint than the technologies more commonly highlighted for this purpose in both
naval and commercial vessels. Each of these applications benefits substantially from
the utilization of high power, mechanical drive for high speed propulsion, comple-
mented by an efficient, low power, electric drive system for low speed operations.
Compared to the other technological options, the hybrid architecture proves to be
able to best meet the differing performance requirements of each application, while
also being the most easily integrated option from a mechanical standpoint.
6.1 Navy Specific Conclusions
The hybrid powertrain concept for the DDG-51 Flight III is developed to utilize
its electric power generating units as a means for more efficient low power operation.
One LM2500 per shaft is replaced with an 8 MW electric drive system, while the other
is replaced with a MT30 gas turbine to maintain the same full speed capability. Strong
motivation for this specific architecture is provided by the fact that it maintains the
same layout as the DDG-51 and thus utilizes the majority of key existing hardware,
specifically the MRG and propeller shafting. When compared to a comparable all-
electric system, the analysis proves that using a mechanical drive linkage for the MT30
primary propulsion units significantly improves fuel consumption behavior. Analysis
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of whole system performance under actual operational scenarios indicates a net fuel
savings of up to 12% relative to that of the all-electric system, and up to 37% better
than the existing DDG-51.
In addition to the savings achieved through mechanical operation of the propul-
sion gas turbines, anlysis of prime mover selection for electric power generation reveals
the vast superiority of diesel generators with regard to fuel consumption behavior.
Although these units are known to have superior efficiency, the analysis proves that
for applications which require redundancy, the characteristics of diesel units provide
immense benefit over those of gas turbines; suggesting that bringing an additional gas
turbine generator online will increase fuel consumption 13-20% while an additional
diesel unit will only increase fuel consumption rates 0.7-2.4%. The diesel system pro-
posed would increase electric power capacity from the current 9 MW to 14.4 MW.
This level of power is shown to be sufficient for next generation warfighting systems
such as the AMDR and LaWS, while at the same time providing for all electric propul-
sion up to 17 knots. Because diesels are characteristically larger in size than a gas
turbine for a given level of power output, utilizing higher speed generators reduces
the total unit size considerably. These high speed generators imply use of a HFAC
distribution system, thus allowing for a diesel generator set of greater efficiency and
higher power output than the current DDG-51 units, which also fits within the same
footprint.
Additionally, the hybrid architecture provides for shaft mounted EM units
which are capable of producing a supplemental 16 MW of electric power under full
power mode, indicating a total of 30.4 MW including diesel generators. This power
can be used to increase the total electric power capacity of the ship, or alternatively
can be set up in such a manner that provides for the necessary backup power re-
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quired for single generator operation. The concept of single generator operation is
explored with respect to the potential for next generation ships to favor gas turbine
generator setups over diesels in order to increase the electric power capacity in all
modes of operation. The analysis shows that for gas turbine generator systems, even
in the more efficient hybrid configuration evaluated here, fuel consumption rates will
be higher than those of the existing DDG-51 powertrain unless single generator op-
eration is allowed. This backup power capability of the hybrid powertrain presents a
unique alternative to energy storage, which is widely viewed as the only alternative
for producing the backup power needed for single generator operation.
6.2 Commercial Ship Specific Conclusions
In contrast to naval ship designs, commercial cargo vessels are already highly
optimized for peak fuel efficiency - particularly those that utilize a single direct-
drive, low-speed diesel propulsion engine, combined with a set of diesel generators
for electric power production. However, similar to the naval system analyzed, it
is shown that a hybrid architecture allows for improved operational capability of
these systems. Here, a hybrid system is defined as a shaft-mounted, bidirectional
(PTO/PTI) electric machine. The unit is sized at 6 MW to be able to produce
all necessary electric power under cruise conditions, and allow diesel gensets to shut
down, reducing fuel consumption by 1.4%, and CO2 emissions by 9%. Although
these fuel savings are not drastic, they are proven to be considerably more than can
be generated by solar or sail assist devices, which reduce fuel consumption by less
than 1% on container ships of this magnitude. Furthermore, the primary intention
of this system design is in emissions reduction. In this sense, the 9% reduction in
CO2 pollution is substantial, particularly in the face of a global discussion of future
taxes on CO2 emissions. Beyond these potential emissions regulations, legislation has
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already begun to address in-port ship emissions, specifically citing NOX and PM.
Under these port operations, the hybrid system provides its most substantial benefit.
In addition to operating as a generator for open-sea cruise, the hybrid drive functions
as a propulsion system meeting all necessary in-port shaft power demands. Under
these conditions, NOX emissions rates are reduced 29-43%, while CO is reduced 57-
66% and PM may be reduced up to 25%, depending on the specific operating mode.
As an added benefit, fuel consumption rates under these conditions are reduced 20-
29%.
6.3 Research Contributions
The research presented in this thesis provides a novel investigation of the
fuel consumption tradeoffs that result in modern ship powertrains which seek to
integrate mechanical and electrical power systems. In this sense, it represents the first
publication in the public domain specifically comparing the performance of modern
electric propulsion systems to their potential hybrid alternatives. For naval systems,
the results are evidence that the speed variation required by the mechanical drive
used in a hybrid powertrain reduces fuel consumption more than the ability to control
exactly which units are online in an all-electric architecture. These results are taken
down to the level of prime mover technology comparison where it is shown that the
typical emphasis on avoiding the high SFC rates resulting from low load operation is
not as imperative as analyzing the actual fuel flow rates. Evaluation of these same
principles as applied to a container ship proves the hybrid concept to be capable of
significantly reducing in-port emissions. In addition, the ability for the same hybrid
system to reduce fuel consumption at sea is shown to potentially be greater than the
utilization of sail assist devices.
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6.4 Future Work
The hybrid systems evaluated in this thesis produce substantial performance
increases in all the intended areas. They also purposely utilize off-the-shelf tech-
nologies in a fashion that can be easily integrated within the current mechanical
configurations of existing ships. One of the primary technologies of interest, which
lays just outside the scope of readily available, is the steam or rankine cycle utilizing
combined cycle gas turbine. Current units for marine power systems produce a max-
imum of roughly 25 MW (the Rolls-Royce WR-21), and thus are not large enough to
present a viable alternative for either of the architectures investigated in this thesis.
However, modern iterations of these units have shown to be capable of efficiencies on
par with diesel engines, while also producing the favorable low emissions character-
istics of gas turbines. This benefit is augmented with a staged operational capability
(combustion and heat recovery), which provides interesting opportunities with regard
to cruise and boost power demands, as well as electric power generation. Given the
existance of larger gas turbines, it is conceivable that an appropriate heat utilizing
steam cycle could be designed that would produce a viable alternative for the scale
of high power marine power systems investigated here. A system using these drives
was at one point proposed for the DDG-51, termed RACER (Rankine Cycle Energy
Recovery), which proposed utilizing the steam generation cycle for high speed boost
operation. However, this concept was abandoned due to the complexity and potential
for large maintenance issues. Additionally, these units tend to lose the power density
benefit due to the additional heat recovery system. Thus, at this point they are not a
commercially available off-the-shelf alternative, but based on the results of this study,
they appear to be the primary technology which could be utilized within a tailored





DDG-51 Speed Profiles and CONOPS Data
The data used for operational profile definitions for the DDG-51is based on
data from three separate sources. First is from Castles [32], which shows an aver-
age speed distribution, developed using the 1998 deployment data for both the USS
Arleigh Burke and USS Curtis Wilbur DDG-51 class in 1998 (Figure A.1). This is
supplemented with a sample CONOPS profile (Figure A.2), describing a typical man-
ner in which any given DDG-51 is likely to be operated for a given speed distribution.
Thus this CONOPS profile was also applied to the speed profile shown in Figure A.3,
representing an average of total operations for the USS Arleigh Burke in February
1998.
These operational profiles were supplemented with data from Gaffney [99],
which presents operational profiles as a combination of both the speed distribution and
CONOPS. This data, as shown in Figures A.4, A.5, and A.6, illustrates operational
profiles for the USS Chaffee for several months in 2010, as well as their corresponding
average fuel efficiency and consumption rates over the period.
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Figure A.1: Average speed profile distribution combined for USS Arleigh Burke and
USS Curtis Wilbur in 1998 [32].
Figure A.2: A sample CONOPS profile distribution which describes likely powertrain
configuration for a given speed distribution [32].
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Figure A.3: Average speed profile distribution for USS Arleigh Burke in February
1998.
Figure A.4: Operational data presented in a form combining average CONOPS and
speed distribution for the USS Chaffnee in April of 2010 [99].
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Figure A.5: Operational data presented in a form combining average CONOPS and
speed distribution for the USS Chaffnee in May of 2010 [99].
Figure A.6: Operational data presented in a form combining average CONOPS and




The following material provides a sample calculation for the methodology used
to derive fuel consumption rates for the ship powertrains contained in this thesis.
First is a flowchart that represents the key steps of the procedure for the CODLAG
hybrid system. This can be broken down to be applied to all other systems, as all
general functions are represented in this calculation. Following this flowchart are
reproductions of the Matlab code used for the actual calculations of naval powertrain
performance.
At the root of these calculations are function m-files that represent the prime
movers. The calculations for the MT30 and commercial units are shown in Chapter
3. Although the data cannot be reproduced, a brief explanation is given for the
procedure used to derive GE gas turbine fuel consumption rates. The GE APPS
software provides an output of heat rate in Btu/kWh. The software was run to
generate look-up tables of these values as a function of gas turbine mechanical power
output and shaft speed (for the specified ambient conditions). These table entries
were then divided by the lower heating value of F-76 fuel (18,358 Btu/lb, [75]) to
produce look-up tables of brake specific fuel consumption (lb/kWh). These data were
then linearly interpolated between to calculate performance at the specific operating
conditions required for analysis. The resulting brake specific fuel consumption was
then multiplied by the power demand to yield fuel consumption rate in units of lb/hr.
The following code then illustrates the framework used to calculate load distributions
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and transmission efficiencies. Note that in these programs ’SFC’ does not mean
’specific fuel consumption’ but rather was used as a shorthand, such that BSFC
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function [SFC]=DDG51nonan(shipspd, auxdemand, mode)
% shipspd knots
% auxpower in kW
% mode: 1=most economical, trail shaft
%       2=split plant













%% then calculate fuel consumption rates for DDG51 w allison 501 k
% how much does frictional resistance come into play? use pleiss paper,
% says 50-80%. start at 50% at 20 knots, and goes to 80% at min speed.
% increase power required by 3% of that. may be some good discussion in
% logan paper
% -- RECALL jurkie @ MIT that propeller is freespinning above 5 knots.
% below that there is enough frictional resistance to keep it still
% do calculations at each speed (in knots)
% all values should be in lb/hr
% --- TRAIL SHAFT ---
%low values are at 89.6 rpm and 93 kW
 
%% most economical, trail shaft
if mode==1
    TSpwrreq=TSAIshaft(shipspd)*2/mecheff;
    TSshaftspd=KTStoSRPM(shipspd);
    TSLM2500sfc=LM2500(TSshaftspd,TSpwrreq);
    TSauxpwrsfc=allison501(auxdemand/2)*2;
    SFC=TSauxpwrsfc+TSLM2500sfc;
    if isnan([SFC])
        SPpwrreq=TSAIshaft(shipspd)/mecheff;
        SPshaftspd=KTStoSRPM(shipspd);
        SPLM2500sfcEA=LM2500(SPshaftspd,SPpwrreq); 
        % LM2500 file converts to turbine speed (multiply by 21)
        SPLMsfc=SPLM2500sfcEA*2;
        SPauxpwrsfc=allison501(auxdemand/2)*2;
        SFC=SPLMsfc+SPauxpwrsfc;
        if isnan([SFC])
            FPpwrreq=(TSAIshaft(shipspd)/2)/mecheff;
            FPshaftspd=KTStoSRPM(shipspd);
            FPLM2500sfcEA=LM2500(FPshaftspd,FPpwrreq);
            FPLMsfc=FPLM2500sfcEA*4;
            FPauxpwrsfc=allison501(auxdemand/2)*2;
            SFC=FPLMsfc+FPauxpwrsfc;
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        end
    end
%% split plant
elseif mode==2
    SPpwrreq=TSAIshaft(shipspd)/mecheff;
    SPshaftspd=KTStoSRPM(shipspd);
    SPLM2500sfcEA=LM2500(SPshaftspd,SPpwrreq); 
    % LM2500 file converts to turbine speed (multiply by 21)
    SPLMsfc=SPLM2500sfcEA*2;
    SPauxpwrsfc=allison501(auxdemand/2)*2;
    SFC=SPLMsfc+SPauxpwrsfc;
    if isnan([SFC])
        FPpwrreq=(TSAIshaft(shipspd)/2)/mecheff;
        FPshaftspd=KTStoSRPM(shipspd);
        FPLM2500sfcEA=LM2500(FPshaftspd,FPpwrreq);
        FPLMsfc=FPLM2500sfcEA*4;
        FPauxpwrsfc=allison501(auxdemand/2)*2;
        SFC=FPLMsfc+FPauxpwrsfc;
    end
%% full power calculate at all speeds
else
    FPpwrreq=(TSAIshaft(shipspd)/2)/mecheff;
    FPshaftspd=KTStoSRPM(shipspd);
    FPLM2500sfcEA=LM2500(FPshaftspd,FPpwrreq);
    FPLMsfc=FPLM2500sfcEA*4;
    FPauxpwrsfc=allison501(auxdemand/2)*2;
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function[SFC]=CODLAGnonan2(shipspd, auxdemand, mode)
% shipspd knots
% auxpower in kW
% mode: 1=most economical
%       2=split plant, intermediate (no motor propulsion)
%       3=full power, (with motor propulsion)
 
FPPeff=0.948;






%% most economical, mode1
% 3 auxGTG (3 CAT280) on electric drive 
% remember are using two shafts/two electric motors
if mode==1
    EM3OPcap=CATcap*3;
    EM3OPshaftpwr=TSAIshaftEXT(shipspd);
    shaftpwr3OPreqd=EM3OPshaftpwr*FPPeff/mecheff;
    EM3OPeff=EMdrive(motorpwrrating, shaftpwr3OPreqd);
    elecpwr3OPreqd=2*shaftpwr3OPreqd/EM3OPeff+auxdemand;
    EM3OPsfc=3*CATdiesel(elecpwr3OPreqd/3);
    SFC=EM3OPsfc;
    if isnan([SFC])
        EMSPcap=3*CATcap;
        SPshaftpwr=TSAIshaftEXT(shipspd);
        srpm=KTStoSRPM(shipspd);
        SPGTsfc=MT30navcond(srpm*21.1765, SPshaftpwr*FPPeff/mecheff);
        % electric shaft
            EMSPeff=EMdrive(motorpwrrating, SPshaftpwr*FPPeff/mecheff);
            elecpwrSPreqd=SPshaftpwr*FPPeff/mecheff/EMSPeff+auxdemand;
            EMSPCATsfc=3*CATdiesel(elecpwrSPreqd/3);
        SFC=EMSPCATsfc+SPGTsfc;
        if isnan([SFC])
                EMFPcap=3*CATcap;
                EMFPshaftpwr=TSAIshaftEXT(shipspd);
                srpm=KTStoSRPM(shipspd);
                PGTsfc=2*MT30navcond(srpm*21.1765, ...
                    EMFPshaftpwr*FPPeff/mecheff);
                loadperc=auxdemand/EMFPcap;
                EMFPCATsfc=3*CATdiesel(auxdemand/3);
                SFC=EMFPCATsfc+PGTsfc;
        end
    end
%% split plant, 3 GTGs on electric load, MT30s driving ship
% technically at 31knots EMSPshaftpwr*FPPeff/mecheff is 35.9 MW 
elseif mode==2
    EMSPcap=3*CATcap;
    SPshaftpwr=TSAIshaftEXT(shipspd);
    srpm=KTStoSRPM(shipspd);
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    SPGTsfc=MT30navcond(srpm*21.1765, SPshaftpwr*FPPeff/mecheff);
    % electric shaft
        EMSPeff=EMdrive(motorpwrrating, SPshaftpwr*FPPeff/mecheff);
        elecpwrSPreqd=SPshaftpwr*FPPeff/mecheff/EMSPeff+auxdemand;
        EMSPCATsfc=3*CATdiesel(elecpwrSPreqd/3);
    SFC=EMSPCATsfc+SPGTsfc;
    if isnan([SFC])
            EMFPcap=3*CATcap;
            EMFPshaftpwr=TSAIshaftEXT(shipspd);
            srpm=KTStoSRPM(shipspd);
            PGTsfc=2*MT30navcond(srpm*21.1765, ...
                EMFPshaftpwr*FPPeff/mecheff);
            loadperc=auxdemand/EMFPcap;
            EMFPCATsfc=3*CATdiesel(auxdemand/3);
            SFC=EMFPCATsfc+PGTsfc;
    end
else
    EMFPcap=3*CATcap;
    EMFPshaftpwr=TSAIshaftEXT(shipspd);
    srpm=KTStoSRPM(shipspd);
    PGTsfc=2*MT30navcond(srpm*21.1765, EMFPshaftpwr*FPPeff/mecheff);
    loadperc=auxdemand/EMFPcap;
    EMFPCATsfc=3*CATdiesel(auxdemand/3);
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function [SFC]=IPSnonan(shipspd, auxdemand, mode)
% shipspd knots
% auxpower in kW
% mode: 1=most economical
%       2=single MT30, 2 CAT
%       3=2 MT30, 3 CAT %% make sure MT30 doesnt see over 36 MW
 
FPPeff=0.948;







%% most economical, mode1
% 3 auxGTG (3 CAT280) on electric drive 
% remember are using two shafts/two electric motors
if mode==1
    pwrreq=TSAIshaftEXT(shipspd)*FPPeff/driveeff;
    EMdriveff=PMMeff(shipspd);
    elecpwrreq=auxdemand+2*pwrreq/EMdriveff;
    SFC=CATdiesel(elecpwrreq/3)*3;
    if isnan([SFC])
        pwrreq=TSAIshaftEXT(shipspd)*FPPeff/driveeff;
        EMdriveff=PMMeff(shipspd);
        elecpwrreq=auxdemand+2*pwrreq/EMdriveff;
        C2M1cap=MT30cap+2*CATcap;
        C2M1ldperc=elecpwrreq/C2M1cap;
        C2M1mtsfc=MT30navcond(3600,C2M1ldperc* ...
            MT30cap/LM6000generatoreff(MT30cap,MT30cap*C2M1ldperc));
        C2M1catsfc=2*CATdiesel(C2M1ldperc*CATcap);
        SFC=C2M1mtsfc+C2M1catsfc;
        if isnan([SFC])
            pwrreq=TSAIshaftEXT(shipspd)*FPPeff/driveeff;
            EMdriveff=PMMeff(shipspd);
            elecpwrreq=auxdemand+2*pwrreq/EMdriveff;
            C3M2cap=2*MT30cap+3*CATcap;
            C3M2ldperc=elecpwrreq/C3M2cap;
            C3M2mtsfc=2*MT30navcond(3600,C3M2ldperc* ...
                MT30cap/LM6000generatoreff(MT30cap,MT30cap*C3M2ldperc));
            C3M2catsfc=3*CATdiesel(C3M2ldperc*CATcap);
            SFC=C3M2mtsfc+C3M2catsfc;
        end
    end
elseif mode==2
    pwrreq=TSAIshaftEXT(shipspd)*FPPeff/driveeff;
    EMdriveff=PMMeff(shipspd);
    elecpwrreq=auxdemand+2*pwrreq/EMdriveff;
%     C1M1cap=MT30cap+CATcap;
%     C1M1ldperc=elecpwrreq/C1M1cap;
%     C1M1mtsfc=MT30navcond(3600,C1M1ldperc* ...
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%         MT30cap/LM6000generatoreff(MT30cap,MT30cap*C1M1ldperc));
%     C1M1catsfc=CATdiesel(C1M1ldperc*CATcap);
%     C1M1sfc=C1M1mtsfc+C1M1catsfc;
    % ------
    C2M1cap=MT30cap+2*CATcap;
    C2M1ldperc=elecpwrreq/C2M1cap;
    C2M1mtsfc=MT30navcond(3600,C2M1ldperc* ...
        MT30cap/LM6000generatoreff(MT30cap,MT30cap*C2M1ldperc));
    C2M1catsfc=2*CATdiesel(C2M1ldperc*CATcap);
    SFC=C2M1mtsfc+C2M1catsfc;
    % ------    
%     C3M1cap=MT30cap+3*CATcap;
%     C3M1ldperc=elecpwrreq/C3M1cap;
%     C3M1mtsfc=MT30navcond(3600,C3M1ldperc* ...
%          MT30cap/LM6000generatoreff(MT30cap,MT30cap*C3M1ldperc));
%     C3M1catsfc=3*CATdiesel(C3M1ldperc*CATcap);
%     C3M1sfc=C3M1mtsfc+C3M1catsfc;
    % ------
    if isnan([SFC])
        pwrreq=TSAIshaftEXT(shipspd)*FPPeff/driveeff;
        EMdriveff=PMMeff(shipspd);
        elecpwrreq=auxdemand+2*pwrreq/EMdriveff;
        C3M2cap=2*MT30cap+3*CATcap;
        C3M2ldperc=elecpwrreq/C3M2cap;
        C3M2mtsfc=2*MT30navcond(3600,C3M2ldperc* ...
            MT30cap/LM6000generatoreff(MT30cap,MT30cap*C3M2ldperc));
        C3M2catsfc=3*CATdiesel(C3M2ldperc*CATcap);
        SFC=C3M2mtsfc+C3M2catsfc;
    end
else
    pwrreq=TSAIshaftEXT(shipspd)*FPPeff/driveeff;
    EMdriveff=PMMeff(shipspd);
    elecpwrreq=auxdemand+2*pwrreq/EMdriveff;
%     C1M2cap=2*MT30cap+CATcap;
%     C1M2ldperc=elecpwrreq/C1M2cap;
%     C1M2mtsfc=2*MT30navcond(3600,C1M2ldperc* ...
%            MT30cap/LM6000generatoreff(MT30cap,MT30cap*C1M2ldperc));
%     C1M2catsfc=CATdiesel(C1M2ldperc*CATcap);
%     C1M2sfc=C1M2mtsfc+C1M2catsfc;
    % ------ 
%     C2M2cap=2*MT30cap+2*CATcap;
%     C2M2ldperc=elecpwrreq/C2M2cap;
%     C2M2geneff=LM6000generatoreff(drivemotrate,drivemotrate*C2M2ldperc);
%     C2M2MTload=C2M2ldperc*MT30cap/C2M2geneff;
%     C2M2mtsfc=2*MT30navcond(3600,C2M2ldperc*MT30cap/C2M2geneff);
%     C2M2catsfc=2*CATdiesel(C2M2ldperc*CATcap);
%     C2M2sfc=C2M2mtsfc+C2M2catsfc;
    % ------    
    C3M2cap=2*MT30cap+3*CATcap;
    C3M2ldperc=elecpwrreq/C3M2cap;
    C3M2mtsfc=2*MT30navcond(3600,C3M2ldperc* ...
        MT30cap/LM6000generatoreff(MT30cap,MT30cap*C3M2ldperc));
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    C3M2catsfc=3*CATdiesel(C3M2ldperc*CATcap);
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%% OPERATIONAL SCENARIO DATA
% all data arranged by single increments of speed, startign wtih 2 (2:31)
 
% castles
% CONOPS - 2:31
CASconopsTS=[0 .6 .6 .6 .6 .6 .7 .7 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .3 .3 .3 .3 ...
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
CASconopsSP=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .5 .5 .5 .5 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 ...
    0 0 0 0 0 0];
CASconopsFP=[0 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .3 .3 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 ...
    .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 1 1 1 1 1 1];
CASspddist=[0 0 5.6 1.5 15.9 1.2 5 2.8 .75 11.2 1.8 5.6 3.9 3.7 13 3.7 ...
    2.5 4.5 .75 9.7 .2 2.5 .3 0 2.3 0.1 1.2 0 0 0 .3]/100;
CASprofile=[CASconopsTS.*CASspddist; CASconopsSP.*CASspddist;...




ESRDCspddist=[0 0 .6 10 9.4 .6 9.9 2 .5 12 .2  3 2 3 12.5 5 5.2 5.1 3.3 ...
    11 .2 .2 .1 .2 2.1 .2 1.5 0 0 .2 0]/100;
ESRDCprofile=[CASconopsTS.*ESRDCspddist;CASconopsSP.*ESRDCspddist;...
    CASconopsFP.*ESRDCspddist];
% sum(sum(HAMprofile))
 
% GAFFNEY --- ALSO HAS TOTAL CONSUMPTION NUMBERS?
GAFaprilTS=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .3 6.7 0 6.8 24.5 22.2 23.5 3.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]/100;
GAFaprilSP=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.5 0 1.5 5.5 0.9 0 0 0 0 .4 .9 0 ...
    0 0 0 0 0 0]/100;
GAFaprilFP=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .3 0 0 0 0 0 .3 0 ...




GAFmayTS=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .9 9.5 10.5 9.5 14 10.9 4.7 3 0 1 .2 2.2 0 0 0 ...
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]/100;
GAFmaySP=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .2 0.9 1.7 3.9 1.1 4 3.8 1.8 2.4 3.2 ...
    1.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]/100;
GAFmayFP=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .1 2.1 5 1.1 .3 0 .2 0 ...




GAFjulyTS=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .5 6.8 0 6.8 24.8 22.3 20.8 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]/100;
GAFjulySP=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.8 0 1.8 5.8 1.1 0 0 0 0 .5 1 0 ...
    0 0 0 0 0]/100;
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GAFjulyFP=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .5 0 0 0 0 0 .5 0 ...

















    profile=profileset(:,:,prof);
    for mode=1:3
        for spd=1:31
          DDGsfc(mode,prof,spd)=DDG51nonan(spd,auxpwrdmnd,mode) ...
              *ophours*profile(mode,spd);
          CODLAGsfc(mode,prof,spd)=CODLAGnonan2(spd,auxpwrdmnd,mode) ...
              *ophours*profile(mode,spd);
          IPSsfc(mode,prof,spd)=IPSnonan(spd,auxpwrdmnd,mode ...
              )*ophours*profile(mode,spd);
          COGLAGPTO(mode,prof,spd)=COGLAGPTOnonan(spd,auxpwrdmnd,mode) ...
              *ophours*profile(mode,spd);
          COGLAGESS(mode,prof,spd)=COGLAGESSnonan(spd,auxpwrdmnd,mode) ...
              *ophours*profile(mode,spd);
        end
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